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Q1 What do you love about the Kiama LGA?
Answered: 177 Skipped: 18

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I love the working rural farms beside the sea with the backdrop of forested escapement.
This stunning landscape is world class scenery and arable agricultural land and should not
be lost to development. I love the small towns providing genuine community living and
support. Along with many others, including new settlers here, I also love the Australian
culture that is in the majority here and makes it a safer place to live. We don't even have
any police stations!! I love the history of the area that is preserved for future. generations to
see.

3/18/2022 8:09 PM

2 Parklands, natural environment, events, sense of community, services, connection. 3/18/2022 12:51 PM

3 Our beautiful beaches with mountain backdrop 3/18/2022 11:55 AM

4 The coastal landscape and the well defined coastal towns and villages that exist within it
(by this I mean they are distinct, separated by rural land, and not continuous suburbia.

3/17/2022 7:39 PM

5 The coastal vibe, the rolling green hills, being close to nature and the small community. 3/17/2022 5:38 PM

6 The Low-rise residential buildings, coastal, country and regional feel & the beautiful
aesthetic coastline

3/17/2022 3:28 PM

7 Community Village with no high rise buildings with nothing over 4 stories. Maintaining
existing harbour views for properties located in these areas

3/17/2022 2:59 PM

8 The beaches, coastal reserves and small(ish) town vibes 3/17/2022 11:19 AM

9 Its geographic location 3/17/2022 11:05 AM

10 The open spaces and connection to the coast. Sense of community 3/16/2022 11:03 PM

11 It retains its rural feel, with rolling green hills and farmland, but has a vibrant urban offering
with markets, eateries, galleries and more

3/16/2022 5:20 PM

12 I love Kiama LGA for it's natural beauty and wonderful community. Living here feels like
you're always on holiday, it's relaxed, still has that small town feel and interesting places
and sights to visit. There is always something to do. I also love the transparency from our
new Council CEO, it's refreshing.

3/16/2022 1:01 PM

13 rolling hills; beaches; safe community and relaxed lifestyle 3/16/2022 10:59 AM

14 Beaches, green fields & hills, chill dog parks, culture, sport , restaurants & cafes. Most of
the fresh air & clean green feel of the place & the people who live here

3/15/2022 10:20 PM

15 The semi rural lifestyle and villages. I also like the lack of suburban sprawl and the open
spaces

3/15/2022 5:15 PM

16 The beaches, the people, the community 3/15/2022 2:56 PM

17 Natural environment 3/15/2022 7:40 AM

18 beauty n beaches 3/14/2022 11:56 PM

19 The small town feel, it’s beauty, the beaches 3/14/2022 9:38 PM

20 Natural beauty - where the mountains meet the sea, combined with a history going back 190
years

3/14/2022 8:52 PM

21 The green spaces, beaches, town characteristics, community, our beautiful land and hills 3/7/2022 10:15 AM

22 Small town, country feel, beautiful location, proximity to Sydney. Rail service is usually
adequate, town facilities are good. High rise buildings are set at 3 storeys- please don't raise
the height! Hindmarsh Park is a wonderful town centrepiece.

3/6/2022 5:52 PM

23 It's pretty. It's peaceful and it's unspoilt. 3/5/2022 3:05 PM

24 Natural beauty 3/3/2022 5:23 PM

25 Location. Beaches. 3/3/2022 11:36 AM

26 The people, the community spirit, the strong arts and cultural scene, the many amazing
beaches, the great sporting culture, the strong cafe culture and strong tourist economy.

3/3/2022 11:01 AM

27 The ocean 3/3/2022 10:47 AM

28 Location - it's close to major towns but still feels like it has it's own voice. Community. 3/3/2022 10:32 AM

29 The idyllic beach style life we are fortunate to live in 3/3/2022 10:17 AM

30 Country feel 3/3/2022 9:55 AM

31 Community involvement/activities 3/2/2022 11:36 AM
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32 Its setting within the landscape bordered by the coast and the escarpment. Its relatively
small size. Access to native reserves which are being regenerated

3/1/2022 12:23 PM

33 Heritage 2/28/2022 9:30 PM

34 The supportive culture within the community, the beauty of the natural environment 2/28/2022 9:22 PM

35 Strong sense of community identity and many community activities, with a generally
inclusive attitude towards everyone's participation. And living in a remarkably beautiful
place.

2/27/2022 5:20 PM

36 Environment 2/27/2022 12:25 PM

37 Strong commitment to environmental issues. The physical environment, including the
balance between rural and urban settings - with clear delineation between them. Friendly
people and dog friendly. The developing arts culture and live music. Festivals. The unique
and bespoke businesses that offer excellent products and services but also promote
community- eg Fillmores, Parfait Patisserie, Little Earth Roasters, Bouquiniste, The Pines,
Little Betty's, Miss Arda, Stoic Brewing - and many more. These provide Kiama with a
genuine sense of identity that differentiates it from other towns & regions.

2/26/2022 4:54 PM

38 Natural coastal and rural environments. No high rise residential towers. 2/26/2022 8:16 AM

39 The interplay of town and country. The sea and the rainforest covered mountains.
Workability. Ease of access to southern highlands, regional centres, and Sydney.

2/25/2022 10:02 PM

40 Seaside location 2/25/2022 3:56 PM

41 Surf, environment, lifestyle . The way that the KMC is involved in most aspects of the day
to day lives of the community eg, leisure center, Pavilion and community events.

2/25/2022 3:15 PM

42 Green hills Seaside Not too big YET 2/25/2022 2:25 PM

43 Its natural landscapes and seascapes ie environment 2/24/2022 2:20 PM

44 Friendly small town atmosphere, great People & natural environment 2/23/2022 8:00 AM

45 Ocean, beaches, ocean pools, small community feel 2/22/2022 6:49 PM

46 Beaches, Coastal Walk, Natural Beauty 2/22/2022 1:14 PM

47 The beauty of the lga and the balance between farming and urban land use 2/21/2022 10:05 PM

48 It’s a clean environment with little pollution Population is not too big so that you lose the
sense of community Heritage building in kiama Only 1 1/2 hours to sydney

2/21/2022 4:12 PM

49 I love our parklands, wild spaces and full community access to beaches and headlands. I
love our sense of community and our clearly defined townships that don't just all run into
each other like a city with suburbs. I love that we have farmland that is growing food for our
region.

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

50 Rainforest and beaches 2/21/2022 12:49 AM

51 Location, open parks and green hills, village CBD rather than lights and all units 2/20/2022 8:38 PM

52 Combined Ocean, Rural and Residential environment's 2/20/2022 5:08 PM

53 The beaches, location to larger towns and size of population 2/19/2022 8:52 PM

54 Parks. Beaches. Both dog free. Markets.cafe lifestyle 2/19/2022 6:02 PM

55 I was the town I chose 10 years ago to retire to and 'live the dream'. I love the community
feel about the CBD, and of course the natural beauty - not too big and not too small - just
right. I have not been disappointed until recently.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

56 Our natural spaces. Eg the beach river ocean green hills & fresh air, plenty of space to walk
and breathe. And our active engaged community.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

57 Rural, non-urbanised land and landscapes. 2/18/2022 9:49 PM

58 Old buildings.. lovely well maintained gardens and parks.. beaches..green hills.. lighthouse..
Rockpool.. pine trees.. leisure centre.. list goes on..

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

59 Open spaces, sense of community 2/18/2022 5:46 PM

60 access to open spaces close to the ocean & beaches 2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61 Small seaside town feeling with minimal multi storey buildings on prime waterfront. When
the parks and reserves are kept mowed they are a joy to be in and the gardens that greet
you as you enter town are beautifully maintained. We love being able to drive around our
beautiful harbour just because we can and we love that the Rockpool is cleaned regularly.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

62 The environment, the friendly people, the climate and the comfort living here 2/18/2022 2:39 PM

63 Natural environment. Sense of community. 2/18/2022 2:18 PM

64 The beauty. 2/18/2022 1:54 PM

65 Kiama is a pleasant green coastal oasis with a beautiful harbour with stunning beaches and
a vast green hinterland including the amazing escarpment.

2/16/2022 3:49 PM

66 Rural community - low urbanisation - green buffers between adjacent Urban LGA’s 2/15/2022 8:55 PM
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67 The natural environment, the sense of community and I used to love the small town feel but
that is changing.

2/15/2022 6:57 PM

68 Its natural beauty. Small town vibe. 2/15/2022 11:25 AM

69 Rural beauty low urbanisation country feel 2/14/2022 9:44 PM

70 Beautiful natural environment 2/14/2022 4:23 PM

71 A small, close-knit community where council generally responds quickly to concerns. 2/14/2022 9:20 AM

72 Rolling green hills, rural lifestyle, beaches, the people 2/14/2022 6:53 AM

73 Natural beauty, innovation, connection to land and community 2/13/2022 9:07 PM

74 The classic characteristics: beautiful, unique escarpments, green hills, rain forests, creeks
and beaches. The most glorious we know having lived around the world. So far a still
reasonable, liveable scale of towns. Good services especially the library.

2/13/2022 3:24 PM

75 The iconic beaches and landscapes. Natural beauty 2/13/2022 2:40 PM

76 The existence of a thriving rural sector; farming and agricultural land 2/12/2022 3:10 PM

77 The active community with opportunities to engage; the cycle/ walkability of the area and
the beautiful natural surroundings - the cliff walk, the seascapes and well cared for parks
like Bonaira Gardens.

2/11/2022 8:18 PM

78 A diverse landscape, comprehensive and accessible services, high level of amenity, a
positive and cohesive community. Well maintained streetscapes that reflect community and
KMC pride

2/11/2022 8:16 PM

79 The environment, the community feel where values like inclusion, support, care and
responsibility are important.

2/11/2022 6:26 PM

80 A destination for tourists Community feel Potential to become a eco tourism and
sustainable living area

2/11/2022 3:21 PM

81 Headland walks and beaches, rural views Being able to access great walks with my dog 2/10/2022 8:29 PM

82 coastal location, small, happy town 2/10/2022 9:22 AM

83 beaches 2/10/2022 8:16 AM

84 THE COMMUNITY, THE BEAUTY OF THE HILLS AND OCEAN, THE LIFE STYLE 2/9/2022 3:14 PM

85 Kiama is an attractive town with a great variety of facilities, social opportunities and events
throughout the year. The surrounding parks, beaches and other geographical features make
it a fantastic environment to live in.

2/9/2022 1:54 PM

86 Preserved a community village feel. 2/9/2022 1:26 PM

87 The beaches and coastal village atmosphere 2/9/2022 11:58 AM

88 Coastal town feel, rural vista, beaches, sports & recreational facilities 2/8/2022 11:29 AM

89 Our close, friendly caring community 2/7/2022 7:15 PM

90 Far from the madding crowd! 2/7/2022 12:20 AM

91 The coastal / country area 2/6/2022 8:24 AM

92 Coast meets country, green without intrusive industrial areas 2/6/2022 7:12 AM

93 Green spaces, beaches and biodiversity 2/5/2022 9:11 PM

94 Protection of pristine coastal environmental and prime agricultural land. Strategic planning
decisions by previous councils, has helped maintain the coastal charm and fostered a trust
in the Council , civic pride and a sense of community

2/5/2022 8:27 PM

95 Quiet country town vibe , not too large like alot suburbs in greater Sydney 2/5/2022 2:07 PM

96 coastal charm and socially , inclusive , strong community. There is a respect for older
residents with Kiama council , providing Blue haven and aged care services which other
councils do not. The coastal environment and agricultural land has been protected well by
previous councils , however we a face a threat by financial invetors and over development

2/5/2022 12:41 PM

97 seaside feel 2/5/2022 11:59 AM

98 Natural beauty including beaches, headlands, walking tracks the harbour and open farmland. 2/5/2022 10:25 AM

99 Natural beauty. The fact that it is a series of towns and not suburban sprawl. That you can
be out of town in a couple of minutes surround by working farmland

2/4/2022 9:57 PM

100 Sea, mountains, smallish commu ity, many things to be involved in 2/4/2022 9:05 PM

101 The Environment; the strong sense of Community; the village concept of our Towns; 2/4/2022 5:58 PM

102 Rural spaces and relatively un-spoilt sea-side headlands 2/4/2022 4:49 PM

103 the landscape, environment, general feel, friendliness, beautiful, nice people 2/4/2022 4:42 PM

104 Seaside in such close proximity to farmland/green fields. Green fields separating residential
centres. Feeling of safety.

2/4/2022 4:39 PM
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105 The beauty of the coast, the mountains, the rural farming and the rolling green hills in the
countryside.

2/4/2022 3:31 PM

106 The ocean, green pastures and the hills of the escarpment. 2/4/2022 2:30 PM

107 Beautiful scenery, pristine environment, human scale of development, heritage 2/4/2022 1:43 PM

108 1. It's semi rural feel, open spaces, bushland, beaches and low housing numbers(low
population density). 2. The easy access to local Council and Councillors.

2/4/2022 1:09 PM

109 The natural environment 2/4/2022 11:15 AM

110 The natural environment, scenic landscapes, coastal environment and small scale of our
towns and villages

2/4/2022 10:42 AM

111 So much. WE could have lived O/S in south of France, Italy, West of England, Spain,
Turkey or northern California and British Columbia. Instead we chose to return to Foxground
at great cost and difficulty. Rainforest. Green hills. Beautiful escarpment. Rolling fields.
Birdlife. Critters. Amazing beaches. What's not to love?

2/4/2022 10:19 AM

112 Natural beauty 2/4/2022 5:40 AM

113 Green hills, open space, beaches, nature, coastal walks, clean air. 2/2/2022 6:36 PM

114 Regional beach with the modern culture but maintains it roots 2/2/2022 1:01 PM

115 natural beauty, dementia friendly, environmental awareness, excellent garbage system 2/1/2022 1:15 PM

116 Natural beauty, community feel, dementia friendly, environmental consciousness (recycling
etc), good public toilet facilities, lovely flowers in main street, good bicycle/walking tracks

2/1/2022 10:07 AM

117 Rural feeling and green hills 1/30/2022 11:43 AM

118 It’s natural beauty, from our beaches to the escarpment, it’s all beautiful. 1/29/2022 1:06 PM

119 Relaxed 1/29/2022 12:25 PM

120 The community, natural environment and access to services. 1/28/2022 9:52 PM

121 green open spaces a place that toursist can enjoy a few months of the year that local can
enjoy all year round strong community values that will stand up for what they believe in low
crime rate

1/28/2022 4:02 PM

122 Distance from Sydney, plus proximity to Sydney. The sea, the hills, the community. 1/28/2022 3:10 PM

123 Open space and less congestion than in Sydney 1/27/2022 9:02 PM

124 Beaches 1/27/2022 11:09 AM

125 Beaches 1/27/2022 8:40 AM

126 The smaller towns, the green rolling hills, the beaches and the community and creativity. 1/26/2022 2:30 PM

127 Beautiful beaches and rolling green hills 1/25/2022 11:26 PM

128 Freedom to roam 1/25/2022 9:35 PM

129 Rural and seaside environment the green colour and the farmland meeting the sea. Low
traffic vo,Ume, easy parking . Simple living

1/25/2022 9:25 PM

130 The green rolling hills, trees, plants, animals, landscape, rural areas, open space. 1/25/2022 10:32 AM

131 Its History, its rolling hills and ocean lifestyle. 1/23/2022 8:52 PM

132 Unique combination of a slower pace of life but with most of the necessary facilities, close
by and a by-the- sea lifestyle. Protection of the historic buildings should be enshrined in
legislation, we have lost too many already.

1/22/2022 2:38 PM

133 Has the best of coast and country attributes, and has good transport facilities. 1/22/2022 8:47 AM

134 The sea.. the hills.. the maintained gardens in the cbd.. the cafes.. the walks.. the library..
the nsw service centre..the ‘historic’ houses.. the garden club.. the historical society..+++

1/21/2022 8:01 PM

135 Environment and community 1/21/2022 7:08 PM

136 Rural nature 1/20/2022 4:02 PM

137 The wide open spaces, green space, the creative arts community 1/20/2022 12:47 PM

138 beaches, walks, cafes, schools, green areas, parks, climate, friends. 1/19/2022 6:59 PM

139 The people! Our beaches, walks, cafe life, love of community! 1/19/2022 6:11 PM

140 Rural quality - quiet, relatively peaceful 1/19/2022 5:01 PM

141 It offers enjoyable and clean surroundings (rubbish bins and toilets at multiple locations) for
both - the citizens of Kiama, as well as visitors. It also offers free Wi-Fi, which is a great
addition to the modern living.

1/19/2022 11:30 AM

142 Rolling green hills, coastal scenery, beautiful beaches, historic old cottages and buildings 1/19/2022 6:55 AM

143 The blend of coast, country & town; oceans and mountains 1/18/2022 11:40 PM
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144 beaches, parks, climate, saddleback mtn, 1/18/2022 7:09 PM

145 It's a mixture of rural and coastal living. This far, development has been more sensible than
other LGAs. I love coming home from work on the train into Kiama on a nice summer's day
and having it feel like a coastal holiday village. I like the council find its own garbage
collection rather than outsourcing the service.

1/18/2022 6:02 PM

146 Surrounding environment, friendly community, many activities to be enjoyed, 1/18/2022 4:56 PM

147 Everything! 1/18/2022 4:46 PM

148 Coastal village atmosphere 1/18/2022 4:44 PM

149 Beaches, walking paths, relaxed atmosphere 1/18/2022 4:30 PM

150 mild weather . rural and maritime scenery. train service to Sydney. wide range of social
groups.

1/18/2022 3:47 PM

151 The unspoilt country side. Hills framing the area. 1/18/2022 3:40 PM

152 Community feel 1/16/2022 2:45 PM

153 The natural environment 1/16/2022 12:48 PM

154 The natural beauty, community and arts events, the separate character of its townships,
jamberoo, gerringong, central kiaa and kiama downs/Gainsborough

1/16/2022 7:56 AM

155 The community 1/16/2022 12:15 AM

156 Location, parks, harbour 1/15/2022 9:36 PM

157 It's natural beauty 1/14/2022 7:45 PM

158 Born here and 3 previous generations too, so it is home. At same time I realise this was
amazing good fortune to be born in a place so temperate, on a coast so generally unspoiled
compared to many I've seen, in a generally geologically stable area. Environmentally there
are improvements could be made to rectify historic errors but overall the area has pleasant
environs.

1/14/2022 7:18 PM

159 Generally good environmentally. Good size population & density. Not too far from Sydney. 1/14/2022 4:51 PM

160 Near Sydney but semi rural 1/14/2022 3:20 PM

161 Idealic country beach scenery 1/14/2022 2:50 PM

162 The beaches and coastal walks 1/14/2022 1:55 PM

163 Fresh air, open spaces, beaches, scenic beauty of our green farmland areas and the village
feel of our towns.

1/14/2022 12:19 PM

164 The natural environment 1/14/2022 11:55 AM

165 Natural beauty, small population, appropriate development, recreational opportunities 1/14/2022 8:11 AM

166 There are very tall buildings. Heritage style houses. Very little changes are made. Kiama is
a beachside town, not a city. The natural environment, beautiful trees and old fashioned
harbour areas.

1/14/2022 8:10 AM

167 Sense of community 1/14/2022 7:29 AM

168 Proximity to Sydney. Distinct villages. Beautiful beaches, rainforest, countryside, green
open spaces.

1/13/2022 10:27 PM

169 Community environment beaches walking tracks 1/13/2022 10:13 PM

170 Wide open green spaces, the harbour, beaches and parks. 1/13/2022 10:02 PM

171 It’s historic character and semi village atmosphere. 1/13/2022 6:01 PM

172 Rural qualities conveniently close to Sydney; beautiful environment 1/13/2022 4:56 PM

173 I love the rocky coastline, the views, the bays and the township 1/13/2022 4:36 PM

174 the landscape - beautiful coastline. 1/12/2022 6:13 PM

175 local initiatives, Gezza Cares, KDSC etc. 1/12/2022 8:10 AM

176 That it is a small seaside, fairly tight LGA making it easy to get around and facilitating an
involved community.

1/8/2022 8:34 PM

177 Beaches, rolling hills, community spirit, sports 1/7/2022 6:50 PM
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Q2 What would you like to see in the Kiama LGA by 2032?
Answered: 178 Skipped: 17

# RESPONSES DATE

1 A modern fast train service from Nowra to Sydney. This doesn't need to be a very fast train,
just a fast, clean safe and reliable service. A good example is the train from the Gold Coast
to Brisbane. After travelling on trains in Europe and despairing of any progress in Australia, I
was pleasantly surprised about ten years ago, while travelling from the Gold Coast to
Brisbane on a very fast modern train, which even had a quiet carriage back then. On the
return journey at night, there was a guard who walked up an down the train. Awhile ago I
heard this train was getting an upgrade! Why is it so hard to get good train services to cover
the Illawarra to Sydney trip. this is one of the busiest commuter corridors in Australia! We
need to get cars off the road and people using public transport to lower energy use, cut
pollution and lower CO2 emissions.

3/18/2022 8:09 PM

2 A greener Kiama. Less focus on the car & more on a walkable, sustainable & cultural focus
that connects its residents. A township that has careful planning and a greater visual appeal

3/18/2022 12:51 PM

3 A beautiful community spirit that embraces each other and is diverse in arts and culture
plus new green focused businesses. A clear message to all that visit that we put our
surroundings before developers profit, that we respect the land in which we live and the
people who originally lived here. A town centre that has both embraced its history and
respectfully restored the original houses and when new buildings are built, they are actually
pleasant to look at and well considered and not where maximising profit being the driving
force only to be knocked down every 20 years as they are so incredibly poorly constructed.

3/18/2022 11:55 AM

4 More choices for educating our children, more medical specialists and facilities. Also
another major supermarket and more shops selling things that locals need like a hardware
store!

3/17/2022 7:39 PM

5 Better mix of retail and services. The lockdown showed that we leave the LGA too much.
There is only one supermarket, no Bunnings, no Aldi, no Spotlight, no speciality stores. And
if you need to visit Centrelink as I did ( online and phone not an option in my case) I had to
wait. But I was able to renew my passport! We need to be able to do more in out LGA.

3/17/2022 5:38 PM

6 No High-rise commercial or residential development 3/17/2022 3:28 PM

7 Improved parking and a charge to visitors to the blowhole and charges for council provided
amenities eg bbqs.

3/17/2022 2:59 PM

8 Appropriate development, in keeping with the character of the town. 3/17/2022 11:19 AM

9 To stop all further land development and subdivisions 3/17/2022 11:05 AM

10 Affordable housing; maintenance of the "green space" between villages - ie Gerringong,
Kiama, and Jamberoo (so it maintains community and doesn't become one vast area of
development)

3/16/2022 11:03 PM

11 Fewer cars in the CBD of Kiama - more pedestrian friendly. And more pedestrian links
across the towns between CBDs and residential areas, schools, public transport, sporting
facilities and so on

3/16/2022 5:20 PM

12 I would love to see Council services, buildings and amenities invested in and revitalised.
The Council admin building, Kiama Library, the leisure centre and community halls are
looking very rundown and not inviting. I was in Kiama library the other day and it smells of
mould which is really sad for such a wonderful service. Unfortunately looking at our
neighbours Shellharbour, Wollongong and Shoalhaven you can see where rate payers
money is being spent and they have beautiful spaces to show for it, which is inviting great
events and tourism to their towns.

3/16/2022 1:01 PM

13 Better infrastructure; pedestrian crossings that allow older people to cross at all roads safely
and to access all the community has to offer; upgrade of services ie. shopping centre;
better traffic flow.

3/16/2022 10:59 AM

14 In Gerringong & Kiama a moderating of urban sprawl. Keeping Sims Road as farm not
industrial lsnf

3/15/2022 10:20 PM

15 More facilities for young people, less focus on aged care. Another supermarket to compete
with Woolworths.

3/15/2022 5:15 PM

16 Better parking and less development 3/15/2022 2:56 PM

17 Improved playgrounds and better embellished open spaces 3/15/2022 7:40 AM

18 nature maintained 3/14/2022 11:56 PM

19 I want it to keep its character - cute Main Street, not over developed, busy and buzzing
community. Want to ensure the people who own property, live in it. I would hate to see
Kiama become a ghost town like Gerroa. Would like if something better was done with
Cargos/fish and chip shop in the harbour. It’s currently a massive disappointment and
underrated

3/14/2022 9:38 PM
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20 Keep our natural rural environment intact, as well as our heritage and character buildings
that give Kiama a unique environment for the Illawarra.

3/14/2022 8:52 PM

21 Our green spaces kept green, community services upgraded such as skateparks,
playgrounds and public spaces. Greater arts and culture, embracing indigenous culture,
using our great fields for local agriculture and farming to promote sustainable food and
farming, more youth services and opportunties

3/7/2022 10:15 AM

22 More 'long parking' near shops etc for tourists with boats & caravans, a toilet dump point.
More parking for locals too & a 'by-pass' for Terralong St for through traffic especially locals.
Better & safer parking at North Bombo beach. Another supermarket, independent fruit shop
& butchers. A greater diversity of shops, not just 'touristy' shops. Perhaps a small cinema??
Return to kerbside bulky goods collection- not everyone has access to a car or trailer or the
physical capacity to load & unload, plus welfare recipients & many self funded retirees in
our LGA don't have the financial means to pay for collections.

3/6/2022 5:52 PM

23 An LGA that hasn't lost it's charm. 3/5/2022 3:05 PM

24 More thoughtful verge planting 3/3/2022 5:23 PM

25 No more units. Retain the country feel and look by not opening more subdivisions on rural
acreage. Less AirB&B and holiday accommodation so that rental accommodation is
affordable and available to long term tenants. Affordable housing for low income earners and
single renters. I have been a Kiama LGA resident for 45 years and now can't afford to live in
my home town due to expensive rentals. Real Estate told me yesterday the owner wants to
increase my rent by $100, so I have to move as I can no longer afford the rent. They also
said they just listed a house for $1000 per week for a long term tenant. This is unacceptable
and being driven up by Real Estates who advise the owners that they should increase the
rents to market value, whilst the market value keeps increasing. National Rental
Affordability Scheme should be made available in this area. Kiama has lost its endearing,
beautiful coastal town feel. Parking and traffic congestion is a nightmare when school ends
at 3pm, on weekends, public holidays and school holidays. I have moved to Werri Beach as
it is more like Kiama was years ago. Its quiet, friendly and a slower pace.

3/3/2022 11:36 AM

26 Greater access to mental health and wellbeing service, programs, and support within our
LGA. A good robust housing strategy that takes affordable housing into consideration. More
awareness of local Indigenous culture, land and history. Possibly more cultural Indigenous
events. A thriving nighttime economy by encouraging more small bars and restaurants to
open. More commercial holiday accommodation i.e. motels, hotels etc.

3/3/2022 11:01 AM

27 More supermarkets 3/3/2022 10:47 AM

28 Another supermarket. More open/green spaces. Better planned development including wider
roads in new developments, less ugly boxy looking buildings. Better parking options in town.

3/3/2022 10:32 AM

29 No tall ugly boring buildings, but mindful thought out architectural designed homes/small
units

3/3/2022 10:17 AM

30 Better Council financial management, and accountability. 3/3/2022 9:55 AM

31 Further infrastructure developed ie small shopping precincts 3/2/2022 11:36 AM

32 Existing inherent qualities and character of the various towns and villages being maintained
and not undermined by potentially poor planning policy. Existing parks and reserves
continuing to be well resourced and maintained.

3/1/2022 12:23 PM

33 Dog park 2/28/2022 9:30 PM

34 More diverse local shopping, stronger network of bike tracks, high quality contemporary
community service delivery for both young and old, more diverse housing options,
particularly ensuring their is sufficient affordable housing options

2/28/2022 9:22 PM

35 An economic and employment base that is appropriate to the LGA, especially for
agricultural diversity and small/medium enterprise development; Strong measures for
environmental protection and heritage protection to ensure the natural and built values of the
LGA are upheld Reinforcement of quality of life for all residents using the LGA's health,
social and residential planning tools in a coordinated manner - not reactive and disparate in
their effect.

2/27/2022 5:20 PM

36 Upgrade harbour and join coastal track south. Affordable housing. 2/27/2022 12:25 PM

37 Improved understanding and recognition of indigenous history and culture in the area.
Policies to assist affordable housing - essential to maintain community. A cap on short term
rental accommodation - don't sacrifice the soul of the town for tourism. More night time
economy - small bars and high quality food outlets showcasing local produce and
beverages. That town borders are still clearly defined by rural landscape - no urban spread.
Some minor development of the harbour area but in keeping with the existing feel (no
Darling Harbours please).

2/26/2022 4:54 PM

38 Separation of residential & light industrial. Identified light industrial region. Promotion and
development of walking/riding as alternative to vehicle traffic as a means of getting around
the towns.

2/26/2022 8:16 AM

39 More commercial office space. More opportunities for new businesses and business
relocation from Sydney and Wollongong Campus taking full advantage of Kiama’s NBN
FTTP. More housing generally and more affordable rental housing. Less dependence on
residential housing to provide tourist accommodation. More purpose built tourist

2/25/2022 10:02 PM
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accomodation. Regulation of AirBnB and other similar accommodation sites. An expanded
and balanced business mix across the LGA.

40 Better planning of new buildings 2/25/2022 3:56 PM

41 planned affordable housing for those growing up here. Landscapes and holiday feel
maintained. More variety in supermarkets but no Westfield type developments . Cruise
ships docked off our coast.

2/25/2022 3:15 PM

42 A village designed CBD eg. Berry, Bowral Better Aquatic Centre - I would think this is a
higher priority than 10 years away or waiting for Bombo quarry. An additional 50m pool so
more children can be accommodated for lessons and the area can attract competitions and
retain advanced swimmers. A 25m pool for the entire municipality doesn't make sense.
There are beautiful Aquatic Centres, it could look and be amazing. Kiama was to get a
splash pad ages ago and it still hasn't happened. People from the district go to Nowra to
spend money there when it could be spent in the community. A better kiosk - hot chips,
pasta, sandwiches, etc - the option to feed your children or family there (and spend more
money) eg. Sutherland kiosk or have actual dinner options like a Shellharbour Swim. Use
the leisure centre for community activities e.g. movies by the pool, more linked in youth
activities, fitness classes aimed at 12-16 years Use the skate parks for skate lessons and
bike track for mountain bike lessons - active children, learning skills and make a profit to
put towards the upkeep of these facilities. Activate the Surf Clubs to become restaurants
and suitable places for families to go. They have prime real estate and are attractive for
tourists and the option is greatly wasted. Better harbour precinct - low key but attractive with
two or three restaurants No longer manage Blue Haven. There has been a ridiculous
investment of council (i.e. the community's) funds in to something that it was not equiped to
run and is losing money on. Any sell off or rearrangement needs to make back the money
that was wasted so that it can be reinvested properly. Activate and beautify the poorer
cousins of Kiama i.e. Minnamurra and Kiama Downs, Gerroa. Kiama, Gerringong and
Jamberoo are maintained and have a feel about them, the others are not. Minnamurra is
often the welcoming point from the north and looks nothing like the welcome points at
Kiama or Jamberoo, there are massive council verges all the way along riverside, both
Kiama Downs shopping areas should be improved Murals on things such as Minnamurra
underpass and the railway bridge on Terralong No traffic lights at the roundabout on
Terralong Less units, practical town houses and villas instead. A second small shopping
district with another supermarket but not in the current CBD, maybe towards the heights. A
northern road to the highway from Kiama Heights, a southern and northern exit off the
highway at Bland St Run afternoon activities at the library for children, cost effective but at
a profit. Investigate options of subdividing unused/excess agricultural land but only in to
very large blocks (e.g. 2 or 3 acres) and with a maximum of only a few per X hectares of
land. Not enough to change the look or character of the greenhills areas, but enough that it
would add to the viability of some farmers remaining on their land and for people who wish
to have a property but without the requirements of the large properties that exist in the area.

2/25/2022 2:25 PM

43 I would like to see buildings, developments, 'improvements' and commercial enterprises
kept off Kiama's parks and foreshores. We need to keep these green spaces for our future
residents and not develop them to chase the tourist dollar.

2/25/2022 11:26 AM

44 Continued sustainable development with limit on building height to 4 levels. Contained
encroachment on surrounding rural land. Retention of buildings of historic significance.
Development of a cultural/arts precinct which includes a local cinema.

2/24/2022 2:20 PM

45 More facilities for local community rather than continued focus on tourism - eg better play
parks for kids, skate parks/ 50m pool for older kids, fix up walking paths around town for
older community.

2/23/2022 8:00 AM

46 Much improved maintenance of the ocean pools, an additional ocean pool at Kendalls, the
Leisure centre upgrade - modernised. Pool extended, not under cover or improved
ventilation. Improved bike ways and affordable housing

2/22/2022 6:49 PM

47 50m outdoor swimming pool in conjunction with Leisure Centre 2/22/2022 1:14 PM

48 Improvement to the Kiama harbour boat shed buildings into a thriving dining and
entertainment hub

2/21/2022 10:05 PM

49 Greater entertainment precinct Less nursing homes or over 55 living Another supermarket
less monopoly Healthy lifestyle ambassadors Better access to transport

2/21/2022 4:12 PM

50 I would like to see that we have preserved our current wild spaces, our parklands and full
community access to beaches and headlands. I hope that we can keep our sense of
community and our clearly defined townships that don't just all run ito each other like a huge
town with suburbs. I hope that we are growing food and promoting our local food and farms-
farm to plate style-and have a real sense of our unique place in Australia for our community
and for our visitors.

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

51 A commitment to weed control and feral animal control, a range of housing options for all
community members, particularly low income and women. More schools and hotels or
motels in a range of affordable options. Good music venues. More appropriate vegetation,
native grasses, better transport options. A range of businesses, more varied restaurants.
Higher quality construction using sustainable materials. Decent change rooms at the
beaches outside Kiama township -they are not appropriate for families. Who on earth
designed them? Never let them draw a plan again.

2/21/2022 12:49 AM

52 A better aquatic centre with a 50m pool as well, one 25m pool for the whole area is
ridiculous. A screen so it can do movie nights (even indoors) like other areas which could be

2/20/2022 8:38 PM
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something for youth. Less units and more character. A united facade for shops and cafes
along terralong to be a more attractive village for locals and tourists. No bigger but nicer
harbour area with one or two nice dining options Kiama and central gerringong and Jamberoo
always looks nice but areas in Minnamurra and Kiama Downs could be significantly
improved e.g. areas along Riverside dr, area around Jones beach and IGA shops,
community centre needs to be activated for all ages in community with actual running of the
centre Community veggie patches

53 Less urban expansion, more parking facilities, viewing platform at Cameron Boyd reserve 2/20/2022 5:08 PM

54 Maintained services More jobs for locals Variety of housing No high rise buildings higher
than what is current

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

55 All dogs on leads everywhere More supermarket. Parking station on jamberoo rd with buses
into town and back. More funding for yoga and meditation services for frontline workers.
Bike racks to lock bike s up in town and at the beach.

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

56 Continuation of the maintenance of existing buildings and landscape. I support the plan for
the harbour/Black Beach upgrade, but basically, I like it the way it is.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

57 I want to see more respect for our natural spaces and rural lands. ie Do not destroy by more
residential development. Have more imagination to manage those essential rural areas &
farmlands. I also want to see more parks gardens, open public spaces and playgrounds in
an around our CBD and precincts. I want to see continued and better respect and
management of our natural assets and sensitive environmental treasures eg Minnamurra
River, Estuary, Minnamurra Falls. I want better and more respectful practices regarding our
history and heritage ie our buildings must be preserved and loved. They should not have to
fight for the right to exist. I want to see more sustainable practices to contribute significantly
to net zero emissions eg electric vehicles for council employees, suitable charging stations.
Zero plastic in shops, takeaways. Mandatory that all new builds to have solar power. I want
to see more effective local control by our local council over the type and style of housing
development that is in place eg more environmentally thoughtful - wider roads, better
parking, bigger blocks smaller houses, more trees (a minimum or basic requirement to new
builds & owners), more green spaces, smaller shops & businesses in local areas eg
currently Kiama heights has no shops or parks. I want to see better public transport!
Smaller regular (shuttle) buses so that people are encouraged not to use cars for every
simple little trip to the shops.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

58 Large tracts of public open space, completely free of urbanisation, fully protected
environmentally sensitive areas and rare biodiversity and no project housing subdivisions.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

59 New Library location.. drive thru eateries!? 2/18/2022 7:40 PM

60 MAJOR Drainage works in Gerringong so as to avoid flooding of residences and the
Caravan Park. Sewer connected at caravan park. Cap on high rise buildings to maintain
coastal ambience.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

61 thriving fish market/restaurant at the harbour 2/18/2022 4:19 PM

62 Maintain current beauty and keep a lid on overdevelopment of our beautiful town. 2/18/2022 4:17 PM

63 More services for people withmental health problems, particularly young people. Easier
parking in town, council cleanup restored, the area along Jones Beach cleaned and
appropriate vegetation. Support for Indigenous Voice to Parliament through a referendum

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

64 More employment opportunities (which are not tourist or hospitality focussed). More young
people and families. Less short term rental accommodation and more permanent residents.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

65 An honest, upfront reliable council. Strategic planning with proper infrastructure for the
betterment of all.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

66 A Kiama, where there green ambience would remain - so no more tree cutting for elevated
buildings and no more high density housing

2/16/2022 3:49 PM

67 Less red tape and intervention from council I.e renovations and small building
improvements, tree removal when it protects the property and burning off where needed to
prevent bush fires. Not be over built maintain its rural identity

2/15/2022 8:55 PM

68 Complete sustainability. More art spaces. Less suburban sprawl. 2/15/2022 11:25 AM

69 An inclusive not exclusive community - council that is dynamic with less red tape working
for the community and it’s rate payers concentrating on its core business. Sustainable but
sensitive development and not over development.

2/14/2022 9:44 PM

70 An agreed approach to sustainable development and the availability of affordable
accommodation / housing.

2/14/2022 4:23 PM

71 more investment in environmentally friendly infrastructure, e.g. several EV charging
stations, bike and walking trails, kids nature play areas, solar power wherever possible,
more community gardens, less residential development on farm land and encouragement to
grow trees for residents, a bushfire safety plan based on first nations people knowledge and
experience.

2/14/2022 9:20 AM

72 It not overdeveloped. Jamberoo already has a number of cookie cutter developments with
no green space or contribution to the town. A 50m pool.

2/14/2022 6:53 AM

73 Agri-tourism and on farm educational experience 2/13/2022 9:07 PM
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74 The quarry under strong development after truly creative masterplanning. No more green
field site development. Far better fiscal and financial management. Much better
administrative management. Aldi! Better arts administration. More available gallery space
asap. A really good sculpture walk. Heritage preservation performance much improved. An
affordable housing plan that works. Much better LEP which controls rampant commercial
development. Much better green, rural preservation. Better feral weed control. Tiny houses
throughout to aid affordable housing and tourism- with much more practical and easy
planning. More support for rural businesses.

2/13/2022 3:24 PM

75 Preservation of natural landscapes including beaches and rural lands. 2/13/2022 2:40 PM

76 A thriving farming and agricultural industry that has not been fragmented by piecemeal
green fields development.

2/12/2022 3:10 PM

77 I should like to see better walking & cycling infrastructure generally, especially around the
towns. At present the existing infrastructure is poorly signposted and maintained. It could
certainly be improved and extended. I should also like to see the Olympic Pool that is
buried on the old School Flat re-opened as the Rockpool isn't coping with current demand.
At the very least the current 'Continental' pool should be refurbished and equiped with a
pump to ensure adequate flushing with fresh sea water. I should also like to see more low-
cost facilities for community groups such as U3A, yoga or bridge groups to meet in.
Sympathetic development within the towns that respects and doesn't damage the character
of the town centres as well as an emphasis on keeping rural, village and town boundaries
distinct.

2/11/2022 8:18 PM

78 More transport infrastructure around cycling. E-bikes have improved immensely in recent
years. Sales of them are booming here as they are ideal for our hills and overcrowded roads
and parking. However the infrastructure to support their safe and efficient use is lacking. A
coastal path is nice but not useful. Where are the cycle paths and bike parking at the shops
or along the main arterial roads? Kiama's LGA continues to grow in population and
popularity. In Kiama The Rockpool is now a heavily over-used facility. The one remaining
pool on the School Flat (there are two other pools there, both buried by a previous
administration) is very lacking in amenity. This pool needs to be improved as a matter of
high. importance. Council owns a 'road' extending westward from the western end of Bonaira
native gardens. This 'road' stops at the railway easement. But it would be great if Council
and State Rail collaborated to put a pedestrian/cycling subway under the rail line, thus
connecting West of the rail line eg Hillview, via the 'road' and Bonaira gardens, to the rest of
the metropolis.

2/11/2022 8:16 PM

79 Maintain that sense of community, care for the environment, manage the resources we have
responsibly

2/11/2022 6:26 PM

80 Well thought out, mixed community developments and people would like to stay in the area 2/11/2022 3:21 PM

81 Bike track to jamberoo completed Dog park in jamberoo Affordable housing so local children
can afford to buy here More arts, entertainment venues, options

2/10/2022 8:29 PM

82 More of the same 2/10/2022 9:22 AM

83 more places and range of employment opportunities other than tourism/ hospitality 2/10/2022 8:16 AM

84 A MORE ENGAGING COUNCIL, LISTENING ALWAYS TO ITS COMMUNITY 2/9/2022 3:14 PM

85 A substantial Community Arts centre with purpose-built creative workshop / teaching
spaces, a ceramics/sculpture studio with kiln and a purpose-built gallery space. An outdoor
creative space for sculpture, a sculpture trail/exhibition space and covered outdoor
workshops. More opportunity for local produce to be sold in permenant shops to compete
with big supermarket.

2/9/2022 1:54 PM

86 A proper focus on becoming an arts destination. 2/9/2022 1:26 PM

87 Improved infrastructure and safer raods 2/9/2022 11:58 AM

88 Stop on new urban development & no further multi level building development, improved
bike paths and storage facilities, improved effluent & stormwater management

2/8/2022 11:29 AM

89 More native/endemic plantings in parks and reserves. Recycling bins in reserves and picnic
areas and beaches. Better Ranger services of dogs off leash. Less Air B&B rental
properties in residential areas. Secure bicycle parking in town and beaches. A good arts
precinct.

2/7/2022 7:15 PM

90 Better parking around Crooked River (espec. Disabled parking at Ricketts Reserve rotunda).
Toilets at Black Head carpark.

2/7/2022 12:20 AM

91 More opportunities for young kids and teenagers to do recreational things. The population is
aging however young people still matter. Affordable housing

2/6/2022 8:24 AM

92 Green area maintained west of the highway in Gerringong. 2/6/2022 7:12 AM

93 Retain the passive green spaces and low density housing - essentially, to avoid copying the
overdevelopment that has destroyed the quality of life in Sydney

2/5/2022 9:11 PM

94 Kiama council to have made critical , strategic planning decisions, following the vision and
principles of the Kiama health Plan,, prior to 2017 which underpinned and provided a strong
foundation for managed growth, provision of vital infrastructure and creating a healthy,
socially inclusive ,resilient community. I would also like to see a younger generation of
growing families forming the basis of the permanent population which will drive the
economy, and less box-like unit development and short term holiday rentals

2/5/2022 8:27 PM
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95 Highway noise to improved for those living in it's proximity 2/5/2022 2:07 PM

96 A healthy, sustainable and resilient community , if Council follows the values , principles
and guidelines of the Kiama Health Plan, which had relevance to 2017.Hopefully, there will
be a younger , permanent population, driving the economy, schools, shops and business
thriving and supportive sports and recreation clubs continuing to grow.

2/5/2022 12:41 PM

97 continue focus 2/5/2022 11:59 AM

98 While development is inevitable i would hope not too much highrise especially in the
business area and community input is vital.

2/5/2022 10:25 AM

99 More artisan produce/store holders (eg the pines pantry), more nice cafes/restaurants (eg
hungry monkey) and less poor quality high volume tourist offerings. Increased art/cultural
venues/activities Preserve town feel (repel suburban sprawl from Shellharbour) Become a
higher quality destination (more like Berry)

2/4/2022 9:57 PM

100 Get rid of the rumble strip's and have proper pedestrian crossing particularly near black
Beach

2/4/2022 9:05 PM

101 The maintenance of the village concept that exists currently. Development that is in
harmony with that concept. No diminution of our Farming lands. Tighter controls on short
term Rentals

2/4/2022 5:58 PM

102 Rural spaces and un-spoilt sea-side headlands with more sensitive development of tourist
activities. Development of community parks and gardens.

2/4/2022 4:49 PM

103 better public transport, wind turbines, less petrol- or diesel-based vehicles! 2/4/2022 4:42 PM

104 Better public transportation. Maintaining green fields between residential communities. 2/4/2022 4:39 PM

105 The farming area preserved with its rolling green hills and beautiful country farming and the
village atmosphere. No dense living. keep it the way it is right now. No increase in
population which means it will lose its rural charm

2/4/2022 3:31 PM

106 No housing or industrial development in our rural areas like south Kiama, south Gerringong
proposed housing development; Rose Valley no industrial abattoir and Sims Road no
industrial trucking.

2/4/2022 2:30 PM

107 50 metre indoor heated pool 2/4/2022 1:43 PM

108 1. A firm commitment and policies that prohibit any new greenfield development. 2. Greater
action on preserving our remnant bushland and enforcing deterrents to bush and park
vandalism. 3. greater restrictions and regulations on holiday short term rentals.

2/4/2022 1:09 PM

109 Protection of existing environment and increased tree cover 2/4/2022 11:15 AM

110 The natural values of the LGA better understood, protected and enhanced. An end to the
continual destruction of the Seven Mile Beach environment through sand mining

2/4/2022 10:42 AM

111 Much better controlled, small scale, brown field development. The quarry master planned
and developed. No more massive carbuncles overlooking valleys and coast line. Much more
affordable housing. A properly managed, cost effective and performance measured,
financially secure LGA administration. No more sheltered workshop!

2/4/2022 10:19 AM

112 More parking Aldi’s Supermarket 2/4/2022 5:40 AM

113 better public transport, (bus service or shuttle), no parking issues ie better parking, plenty of
green hills, space and unspoilt nature, more park, playgrounds, sustainable environmental
practices in place by our council, more farming and our land used for things other than high
rise and medium density development. I want to see strict control on development and
types of development. All new homes to have water tanks, solar power etc and all
developments are to have wide streets. I want to see a full time police presence, along with
ambulance, fire and rescue services. A high level of respect and preservation of our
heritage buildings. Business variety...not just cafes, tourism, gift shops and real estate.

2/2/2022 6:36 PM

114 Inclusive play areas with more variety and able to be accessed in peak tourist seasons.
Watchful eye on our environment so it’s not disturbed or destroyed Employment and
teenage support another supermarket to support the growing population Better parking
identifying danger spots with appropriate signage Disability lifts to rock pools amd Ramps
for wheelchair access people

2/2/2022 1:01 PM

115 climate change response in electrification of homes, cars, services and industry and clear
movement from fossil fuels, housing affordability

2/1/2022 1:15 PM

116 rid retailers of plastics, more bicycle use, electric cars, affordability in housing, more
opportunities for youngsters to stay in town

2/1/2022 10:07 AM

117 Less development and net zero emissions. Councillors and mayor with tertiary management
qualifications less focussed on development and budgets and more focussed on health of
communmity.

1/30/2022 11:43 AM

118 Less ugly unit development that are a visual blight on our towns. Guided architectural styles
that reflect our heritage. Certainly more employment options beyond tourism and hospitality.

1/29/2022 1:06 PM

119 More social housing footpaths 1/29/2022 12:25 PM

120 Less holiday rental accommodation and a parking strategy that does not impact on the town
centre and side streets as it does now.

1/28/2022 9:52 PM
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121 more heritage listed dwellings/building so we dont loose the fabric of our towns affordable
housing improved infrastructure - sewage upgrades, additional schools, strong employment

1/28/2022 4:02 PM

122 Diversification of industry, locally based jobs, better designed buildings, more things for
visitors to do, a bar overlooking the beach.

1/28/2022 3:10 PM

123 More open space. More people space. Much better public transport 1/27/2022 9:02 PM

124 more shops 1/27/2022 11:09 AM

125 Green space, sustainable practices & encouragement of night life, free shuttle bus 1/27/2022 8:40 AM

126 That it’s an arts destination. 1/26/2022 2:30 PM

127 Another high school, more inclusive parks 1/25/2022 11:26 PM

128 All coastal tracks free for public to use 1/25/2022 9:35 PM

129 Not much more than what exists already. More local small business, bike paths , small e
vehicle paths , youth emergency housing , lower socioeconomic housing support, embrace
technologies that will enhance environment . Keep heading down the environmental and
sustainable practices become the most energy efficient and environmentally sensitive
community.

1/25/2022 9:25 PM

130 New supermarket apart from Woolworths. 1/25/2022 10:32 AM

131 A historical design mandate applied to all new buildings and renovations of existing
buildings in the Kiama CBD.

1/23/2022 8:52 PM

132 Less high-rise apartment blocks and more sympathetic development of appropriate housing
(My wife and I attended the protest meeting at Hindmarsh park this morning re the proposed
development at Weir St. - totally against this desecration! )

1/22/2022 2:38 PM

133 Any increase in population density is not at the cost of unsympathetic cheap housing. 1/22/2022 8:47 AM

134 All of the same plus happy people.. 1/21/2022 8:01 PM

135 Arts, reconnection of the main cbd to the harbour, recognition of indigenous culture,
affordable housing alternatives for all ages, protection of the natural environment, slow food
from local farms, modern public transport alternatives, office space for it based companies,
not just shop fronts.

1/21/2022 7:08 PM

136 Improved public transport. Less aggressive housing development. The area is becoming
impersonal.

1/20/2022 4:02 PM

137 A performance venue An outdoor olympic pool 1/20/2022 12:47 PM

138 Another High School. Park and ride for tourists so our main streets are not so cluttered.
definitely another supermarket.

1/19/2022 6:59 PM

139 Revitalised harbour! Night life for the youngsters! Get rid of the old fish and chip shop and
pop up a stunning tavern like shell cove! More affordable housing options and less units.
(Develop the quarry) Better supermarket- Aldi/ coles.. Something to compete with Woolies.
Better parking area at the shopping village Amazing parks for the kids- like the new berry
park. More challenging and risk taking play! What kids should be doing! The Main Street
revitalised and beautified. Old crappy brick buildings given a facelift to look like the beautiful
sea side town we are

1/19/2022 6:11 PM

140 Strong, well-applied controls over development. A continuation of the rural character of the
LGA.

1/19/2022 5:01 PM

141 I would like to see Kiama noise pollution-free. I refer here to the very frequent and noisy
visitors with revving motorcycles and cars, typically over the weekends. People that have
decided to move to Kiama from large and polluted large cities, are typically senior citizens,
which have come here because of the peaceful, clean and tranquil surroundings.cThis
needs to be respected by all visitors too.

1/19/2022 11:30 AM

142 Restoration of creeks and waterways, riparian zones providing wildlife corridors and green
space, protection of rural land, and no more inappropriate development. Also, and
importantly, all light industrial activity including council depot, relocated out of town.

1/19/2022 6:55 AM

143 Upgrade of facilities include Main Street and harbour area. Sensible development. Removal
of excessive Norfolk pines trees on the point. More facilities for young ppl more community
events. Better NYE show including midnight fireworks NOT to be cancelled. Competition to
Woolies, eg Cokes or IGA. More nightlife. A decent deli

1/18/2022 11:40 PM

144 More infrastructure, meaning another supermarket. Aldi or coles. Less big developers.
Some more land 1 and 2 acre and 5 acre plots for under 35's so they can bring their ideas ,
businesses etc to kiama. More diversity in shops not just coffee shops. New High School In
Gerringong . Bring Back Kerbside collections

1/18/2022 7:09 PM

145 I'd like to see no extravagant development. I'd like to see a better train services and bus
connections which I know is a state government issue. I'd like to see the harbour in Kiama
similar to what it is now. I.e. no silly, and unnecessary redevelopment.

1/18/2022 6:02 PM

146 Another supermarket, 1/18/2022 4:56 PM

147 Another access to the highway from Kiama township. 1/18/2022 4:46 PM
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148 Harbour area upgrade and more off-street parking for town centre 1/18/2022 4:44 PM

149 careful development, restriction on rental properties, particularly short term rentals. Smaller
buses and electric ones.

1/18/2022 4:30 PM

150 renovation of the building in the harbour presently used as fish and chip outlet. construction
of a fence to replace the red tape along the edge behind the Scout Hall

1/18/2022 3:47 PM

151 Not to grow any further 1/18/2022 3:40 PM

152 A more dynamic harbourside 1/16/2022 2:45 PM

153 More tree planting and regeneration of the previous rainforest covered areas 1/16/2022 12:48 PM

154 More parking, a better used harbour foreshore, dedicated arts Centre or precinct, focus on
activities for teens, another supermarket option whether that be Aldi or a even better Harris
Farm

1/16/2022 7:56 AM

155 Maintenance of green spaces - More acknowledgment of Aboriginal heritage and diversity
within the community Better sewage systems More appropriate shopping options rather than
a monopoly by Woolworths

1/16/2022 12:15 AM

156 Better use of the harbour precinct 1/15/2022 9:36 PM

157 No more development of jamberoo 1/14/2022 7:45 PM

158 Improved wildlife corridors, coast care to cope with seasonal influxes. Clear public
understanding of limitations on building along coastline so that green spaces along coast
are maintained.

1/14/2022 7:18 PM

159 Improved usage of.rural land. Retention of environmental standards. A successful Bombo
Quarry development. Improved residential DA design controls. No major population growth.
Better medium density usage & increased 'affordable' housing. Retention of the Green Belt
between Gerringong & Gerroa.

1/14/2022 4:51 PM

160 Still the same with less high rise buildings 1/14/2022 3:20 PM

161 Not filled with office looking appartments 1/14/2022 2:50 PM

162 The Princes highway re-routed away from town or sound barriers all the way along through
Kiama. Much better planning of residential spaces. A Council that listens and acts on what
rate payers want. Better kept outdoor spaces

1/14/2022 1:55 PM

163 To maintain it’s unique identity that distinguishes our lga from nearby towns. Develop
tourism options that embrace and enhance the natural beauty of our area. Find ways to
encourage visitors to our rural areas as well as our beachside towns, eg safe cycleways and
walking tracks through the countryside and more rural accommodation options

1/14/2022 12:19 PM

164 Self sustainable with minimal development to maintain the aesthetic value of landscape and
biodiversity.

1/14/2022 11:55 AM

165 Keeping its character. Appropriate infrastructure. 1/14/2022 8:11 AM

166 I'd like to see no change to the parks, main street and no buildings more than two storeys.
I'd like to see the harbour fish and chip shop tidied up with an out door seating area and the
current renters removed to provide a quote restaurant that has quality. The log wall along the
harbour walk needs replacing. Weekly bin emptying.

1/14/2022 8:10 AM

167 The village atmosphere maintained so that the community remains as cohesive as possible.
Variety of supermarket shopping & affordable housing that allows our young Kiama raised to
stay in their desired area

1/14/2022 7:58 AM

168 50m outdoor pool 1/14/2022 7:29 AM

169 More diversity in our population. Better public transport particularly between villages and
train stations. More footpaths and retail in Jamberoo. Better usage of harbour waterfront
areas for restaurants and bars. Beachside cafes and restaurants. Affordable housing
connected by public transport. Development that is in keeping with villages.

1/13/2022 10:27 PM

170 Better tourist management or less focus on tourism. Less people pressure. 1/13/2022 10:13 PM

171 More thoughtful and practical development and improved infrastructure. 1/13/2022 10:02 PM

172 Limits on its growth and priority given to controlling unsightly urban projects that clash with
the remaining character that makes Kiama so historic.

1/13/2022 6:01 PM

173 Avoidance of overdevelopment; flourishing of small agricultural ventures; restrained tourism. 1/13/2022 4:56 PM

174 Preservation of the seaside atmosphere , mixed residential development and NOT endless
apartments that all look the same making the place look like the Gold Coast

1/13/2022 4:36 PM

175 more cultural evidence - theatres for local performances, plays, shows, etc. 1/12/2022 6:13 PM

176 More diverse range of business' as highlighted during lockdown. Too much reliance on
tourism.

1/12/2022 8:10 AM

177 Higher density infill housing - with a height limit of 5 stories - as against expanding out into
natural or open space areas; more work and play opportunities for a younger generation to
balance out the present age groups; more local tree species used for landscaping on public
and private land.

1/8/2022 8:34 PM
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178 More housing to help our young ones, better quality restaurants, more paddock to plate
experiences

1/7/2022 6:50 PM
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Q3 What would you like to see less of in the Kiama LGA by 2032?
Answered: 174 Skipped: 21

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Less planned development. Apart from the local population growth why is a growing
population inevitable? This is not to say that we don't need to build some affordable housing
for people in essential work, but who are not highly paid and first home buyers who live in
the area. This also means the community stays more diversified in its social make-up. I
would like to see policies/laws/regulations coming from NSW State Government and the
Federal Government, that slow development down in this LGA. So protection for the world
class beauty of the LGA and the fast diminishing valuable agricultural areas. These are
becoming unviable from the pressures of development for residential and other businesses.
It should be more evident over the next ten years how scarce and therefore valuable, this
prime agricultural land is in Australia. Only around 6% of agricultural land in Australia is in
fertile, well watered, temperate climate with regular rainfall. However Australia is allowing
these areas to be built over e.g. SW Sydney. At current world population growth rates there
will be a shortfall of 30 % of food by 2050 (UN stats)

3/18/2022 8:09 PM

2 Less ugly poorly built buildings. Less poor planning. Less tree removal, less retirement
focus - more equitable for all ages.

3/18/2022 12:51 PM

3 High rise buildings, the same drab grey soulless building, Air b'n'b, giant homes that fill the
land parcel with no consideration to green energy, developers that have no interest in
designing buildings that are of quality and simply cause friction points in our community

3/18/2022 11:55 AM

4 Gift shops. 3/17/2022 7:39 PM

5 Traffic. It is an ongoing problem. There is a lot of talk about how to manage traffic flows and
parking in the town, as we should. But we do not talk at all about how to keep the traffic out
eg. Car parks outside the CBD and a shuttle into town.

3/17/2022 5:38 PM

6 High-rise commercial or residential development 3/17/2022 3:28 PM

7 High rise developments Lower council rates Aged Care and Holiday accommodations should
not be owned or operated by Council.

3/17/2022 2:59 PM

8 Large, Shellharbour-style housing estates 3/17/2022 11:19 AM

9 land development 3/17/2022 11:05 AM

10 No increase in the current height allowed for buildings (three stories) 3/16/2022 11:03 PM

11 urban sprawl encroaching on the remaining green spaces - they are what make Kiama, so
don't lose them!

3/16/2022 5:20 PM

12 Less damage by builders and developers. The main street is atrocious near the Collins
Street roundabout thanks to builders ripping up the main street to access services and not
repairing it properly. How about ensuring builders contribute to the town if they are going to
develop by leaving the town in better shape than they found it.

3/16/2022 1:01 PM

13 traffic congestion; high density housing; overpopulation that drain or prevent access to
existing community resources; crime; sewerage and drainage problems

3/16/2022 10:59 AM

14 Sprawl & over devlopment 3/15/2022 10:20 PM

15 Less cheap high rise apartments blocks with no character. Less focus on aged care.. 3/15/2022 5:15 PM

16 Tourists 3/15/2022 2:56 PM

17 Road congestion and urban sprawl 3/15/2022 7:40 AM

18 cafes 3/14/2022 11:56 PM

19 Stop the increase of empty holiday homes, it will kill the community. Less over
development, keep the small town vibe.

3/14/2022 9:38 PM

20 Less inappropriate and non-compliant apartment blocks designed to maximise profits, while
destroying our heritage buildings.

3/14/2022 8:52 PM

21 No buildings that ruin the towns characteristics, no building happening on our green spaces 3/7/2022 10:15 AM

22 Do we really need so many coffee shops & cafes?? 3/6/2022 5:52 PM

23 Noisy motor bikes 3/5/2022 3:05 PM

24 Unit blocks 3/3/2022 5:23 PM

25 Traffic, units, people, cafes, loss of rural farm land to subdivisions, traffic Islands on narrow
busy streets, holiday rentals including AirB&B, less accidents on Kiama Bends by
undertaking major upgrade, stop developers from knocking down historic homes

3/3/2022 11:36 AM

26 Not less of, but I think we're good with the amount of cafes that we currently have. We have
a great cafe culture here in Kiama. Again not less of, but maybe a cap and better regulation

3/3/2022 11:01 AM
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around short term holiday rentals.

27 Cafes 3/3/2022 10:47 AM

28 Less ugly boxy looking unit blocks. 3/3/2022 10:32 AM

29 Ugly tall buildings where they shouldn’t be. We do not want to be like the Gold Coast 3/3/2022 10:17 AM

30 Council waste, especially financial. 3/3/2022 9:55 AM

31 Residential development taking over all the green spaces 3/2/2022 11:36 AM

32 Less fragmentation of important agricultural land for residential subdivision. Less focus on
the tourism industry

3/1/2022 12:23 PM

33 Multiple retailers of the same industry every second shop 2/28/2022 9:30 PM

34 Poor quality new development 2/28/2022 9:22 PM

35 Less reliance on tourism, real estate development and government funded services as the
base for economic activity Less needless loss of heritage assets and character because
planning instruments have been inadequate or not utilised Less community frustration and
cynicism towards Council from a lack of transparency, inclusion and integrity in planning
and decision making.

2/27/2022 5:20 PM

36 Less investment houses, air bnb, markets at harbour 2/27/2022 12:25 PM

37 Infrastructure failure (eg stormwater/sewage overflow). Less focus on the needs of
developers/development oriented to maximising profit.

2/26/2022 4:54 PM

38 Less tourist focus, more resident focus. Less empty houses (investment, air BnB), more
residents.

2/26/2022 8:16 AM

39 Less dependence on residential housing stock as tourism accommodation. Less
dependence on the tourism industry in general by expansion of other business to give a
more balanced economy.

2/25/2022 10:02 PM

40 Overdevelopment 2/25/2022 3:56 PM

41 Overdevelopment Focusing so much effort and funds on the older portion of the community
at the loss of being able to provide or expand services for the young community

2/25/2022 2:25 PM

42 Medium density housing development. Tourist markets on Black Beach. 2/25/2022 11:26 AM

43 Less development spreading into rural areas 2/24/2022 2:20 PM

44 Less markets & continued takeover of the town for use by tourists. Let the local
community/community groups/ sporting groups use the public space too. We pay to
maintain it & it’s frustrating when we can’t use it.

2/23/2022 8:00 AM

45 traffic, thoughtless architecture, less crass tourism and flats 2/22/2022 6:49 PM

46 Party Political Council Elections 2/22/2022 1:14 PM

47 Less housing developments where houses are crammed in together to maximise developer
profit.

2/21/2022 10:05 PM

48 Traffic - no traffic lights - allow flow Rules - so many rules these days for everything 2/21/2022 4:12 PM

49 Less focus on what toursits want and greater focus on what is good for our landscape or
natural and build environment and our community. Tourists want to come here because of
our beaches, our gorgeouse coastline our wild spaces. we need to look after our green
rolling hills and our farmers and our environment. Various sporting & community groups
report frustration with poor communications between Council & their group, emails and
requests which go unanswered, inability to identify the right person & getting shuffled from
one person to another and an excess of red tape which is unnecessary for a small Council
which can enjoy close good relationships with the groups engaged in creating a great
community.

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

50 Massive houses, Air BnBs, concrete, weeds, SUVs, aggressive tradesmen, racists, Norfolk
Island Pines, Tuckeroos, Canary Island Date Palms and Kikuyu. Unreasonable entitlement
from rich people. Less domestic violence. Fireworks, dogs, signs

2/21/2022 12:49 AM

51 Over development with modern units 2/20/2022 8:38 PM

52 Less urban expansion, less boats and vans parking on streets especially opposite
driveway's

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

53 More people from out of area living her Fast food stores High rise buildings Cafes 2/19/2022 8:52 PM

54 Cars in main street. 2/19/2022 6:02 PM

55 Fewer new buildings, especially overloading the CBD area of the town with new residential
buildings. Restriction of motor bike noise especially on weekends

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

56 A lot less thoughtless development. A lot less carving up of our rural lands A lot less rape of
our green hills for crappy housing development that seems to benefit greedy developers
only.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

57 Over development, project housing subdivisions and no creeping fragmentation of foothills,
ridges, rural landscapes and potentially productive farmland by housing and housing lots.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM
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58 Nothing 2/18/2022 7:40 PM

59 High rise buildings and flooding 2/18/2022 5:46 PM

60 Less sand mining at Minnamurra 2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61 No traffic lights. 2/18/2022 4:17 PM

62 Limit no of rural areas used for housing development, rubbish in bush areas 2/18/2022 2:39 PM

63 Alienation of public land by endless markets at Black Beach which provide little benefit to
local businesses. Demand for holiday homes from wealthy Sydneysiders distorting the local
property market.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

64 Poor management. Less retirement and over 55 developments 2/18/2022 1:54 PM

65 Less new higher buildings. More emphasis on maintaining the present atmosphere 2/16/2022 3:49 PM

66 Council intervention in all things political 2/15/2022 8:55 PM

67 Less suburban sprawl. 2/15/2022 11:25 AM

68 Red tape make transacting easier supporting Kiama communities over its rural communities 2/14/2022 9:44 PM

69 Less development driven by who can pay the most, or how can we squeeze the most profit
from this piece of land

2/14/2022 4:23 PM

70 residential development and industrial growth unless it is environmentally friendly and
sustainable

2/14/2022 9:20 AM

71 Development and new subdivisions 2/14/2022 6:53 AM

72 Less focus on high density development, more services and infrastructure to support
families and young people. Less focus on the aged care sector

2/13/2022 9:07 PM

73 Commercial development. Urbanised development/ Loss of building heritage. Overmanning
(personning) of Council- less inefficiency and 'sheltered workshop' attitudes.

2/13/2022 3:24 PM

74 Keep industrial development to a minimum and in designated areas which do not impinge on
other zonings

2/13/2022 2:40 PM

75 Urban spread 2/12/2022 3:10 PM

76 Traffic, if it could be routed away from Terralong street/ the town centre in Kiama itself;
improved cycling infrastructure would help alleviate traffic problems throughout the LGA.
Development that preserves the character of the LGA by maintaining the separation of the
towns, villages and agricultural land rather than eating away at the boundaries and leading to
bland homogeneity.

2/11/2022 8:18 PM

77 Rubbish on the beaches. More bins are needed behind most beaches, along with signs
asking people to not litter.

2/11/2022 8:16 PM

78 Development that intrudes on the environment, is badly planned and excessive. Our
infrastructure will not supports massive developments so we should look at that before
increasing developments.

2/11/2022 6:26 PM

79 Overdevelopment which takes away from the character and charm of the area 2/11/2022 3:21 PM

80 Air bnb 2/10/2022 8:29 PM

81 traffic 2/10/2022 9:22 AM

82 progress stopping due older residents who don't want to see their views change 2/10/2022 8:16 AM

83 LESS OUT OF CHARACTER DEVELOPMENTS 2/9/2022 3:14 PM

84 Unused buildings, shops and less cafes. 2/9/2022 1:54 PM

85 Warehousing pensioners. 2/9/2022 1:26 PM

86 developments 2/9/2022 11:58 AM

87 Rural Land development, Multi level unit developments, tourist events as there is never a
breather.

2/8/2022 11:29 AM

88 Less dogs off leash. Less parking shortages. 2/7/2022 7:15 PM

89 Traffic. 2/7/2022 12:20 AM

90 Do not develop the western side of the highway 2/6/2022 8:24 AM

91 Any industrial in Gerringong 2/6/2022 7:12 AM

92 Encroachment of housing on prime agricultural land 2/5/2022 9:11 PM

93 Less investment (financial in property for profit only). at the moment this is happening at a
alarming rate ,as investors see a greater return than investing in the bank, The price is
young people cannot afford to purchase a home , raise a family and grow and connect with
a community, as previous generations have done. It is already having a social impact on the
spirit of community in Kiama

2/5/2022 8:27 PM

94 Less illegal short -term holiday rental, less box-like units squeezing maximum profit out of
the land , reducing liveability, access to solar and residential amentity for residents

2/5/2022 12:41 PM
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95 less people whinging about tourists and change 2/5/2022 11:59 AM

96 Less highrise development. Industrial areas kept away from residential areas 2/5/2022 10:25 AM

97 Campsites Day trippers High volume low value tourists Traffic in the Main Street (and
parking issues that result)

2/4/2022 9:57 PM

98 Rumble strip's, 2/4/2022 9:05 PM

99 The overabundance of short term Rentals. Diminution of our farm lands by stealth by
Development that blurs the lines of our Town boundaries

2/4/2022 5:58 PM

100 Other than essential industrial developments within the areas already set aside no mixing of
industrial with residential development. No residential development over two stories high

2/4/2022 4:49 PM

101 petrol or diesel vehicles 2/4/2022 4:42 PM

102 Less development on food producing land. Less unhosted Airbnb’s. 2/4/2022 4:39 PM

103 Less high density living. Less tourists who create rubbish and noise and choked roads
which has to be paid for by ratepayers.

2/4/2022 3:31 PM

104 Urbanisation and industrialisation of our rural lands. 2/4/2022 2:30 PM

105 over development, project homes, fast food, traffic lights shopping malls 2/4/2022 1:43 PM

106 1. Tourists and holiday houses. 2. Public spaces being dominated by commercial
businesses eg parks and beaches.

2/4/2022 1:09 PM

107 Inappropriate urban development and ridiculously large houses taking up whole blocks. 2/4/2022 11:15 AM

108 less congestion and treeless suburbs 2/4/2022 10:42 AM

109 Concrete carbuncles. Unsustainable agrarian and Council management and practice. Forced
development by cynical greedy developers aided by a Kleptocratic, undemocratic, lying
Government.

2/4/2022 10:19 AM

110 LESS ugly units crammed into every available green space please. Less urban creep. Less
development in inappropriate areas. Less parking problems. Less tourists and their rubbish.

2/2/2022 6:36 PM

111 Coffee shops 2/2/2022 1:01 PM

112 fossil fuel use, overdevelopment 2/1/2022 1:15 PM

113 inappropriate urban development, less cars in the main areas, a 50 metre indoor swimming
pool, better cycling facilities, less plastics and litter

2/1/2022 10:07 AM

114 Development and carbon emissions. 1/30/2022 11:43 AM

115 Ugly unit developments. 1/29/2022 1:06 PM

116 Empty houses 1/29/2022 12:25 PM

117 Rental accommodation and catering to tourism. 1/28/2022 9:52 PM

118 multi storey buildings heritage homes being knocked down cafes - diversify 1/28/2022 4:02 PM

119 Short term rental accommodation, poorly built overscaled apartment buildings, cafes that all
look the same

1/28/2022 3:10 PM

120 Less roads and reduced congestion 1/27/2022 9:02 PM

121 visitors 1/27/2022 11:09 AM

122 Sewerage overflows, polluted waterways, destruction of sand dune vegetation 1/27/2022 8:40 AM

123 Suicides. 1/26/2022 2:30 PM

124 Less money being spent in Kiama and more in the other parts of the LGA. 1/25/2022 11:26 PM

125 Private squandering of our coastal tracks 1/25/2022 9:35 PM

126 Development and expansion. Increased traffic ,more roads, less rural land and boundaries
between areas joining, Mass housing becoming the same as every suburb being a Sydney
extension more than we already are.

1/25/2022 9:25 PM

127 Less housing. Kiama LGA is beautiful the way it is, that's why people want to come and live
here, but the beauty will all be gone if we allow overpopulation

1/25/2022 10:32 AM

128 Ugly tissue box style buildings with little to no architectural appeal design with only
maximum profit in mind.

1/23/2022 8:52 PM

129 Coffee shops. 1/22/2022 2:38 PM

130 Fast food outlets, more coffee shops. 1/22/2022 8:47 AM

131 Cars.. caravans.. boat trailers parked permanently in suburban streets!! 1/21/2022 8:01 PM

132 Urban sprawl in rural zones, city investors buying air bnb rentals 1/21/2022 7:08 PM

133 Less development 1/20/2022 12:47 PM

134 High Rise Development. Enviro friendly development. Land for young Ones to buy 1/19/2022 6:59 PM
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especially.

135 Huge blocks of units. 1/19/2022 6:11 PM

136 Inappropriate development 1/19/2022 5:01 PM

137 Less homeless people, for whom I feel compassion, but I am surprised that the LGA doesn't
do much to help them. These are typically senior people and need to be housed and fed
somewhere around Kiama, without being very visible and present on the main streets, on a
daily basis. It gives a very bad image for Kiama, but also for our LGA, state and country.

1/19/2022 11:30 AM

138 Industrial activity in town, traffic that has no regard for any laws, heavy trucks, intense high-
rise development.

1/19/2022 6:55 AM

139 Sewage leaks, dog attacks, bedraggled run down buildings, mismanagement of council
funds Shambolic planning /DA orocess

1/18/2022 11:40 PM

140 Developers. 1/18/2022 7:09 PM

141 I'd like to see fewer development proposals that simply change the character of the LGA
because of developer and state government greed.

1/18/2022 6:02 PM

142 expensive rise in house prices resulting in higher and higher rates. More interesting new
houses that are not just square boxes with very little land and garden around them.

1/18/2022 4:56 PM

143 Motor bike noise. 1/18/2022 4:46 PM

144 Money wasted on consultants and un-necessary projects like Bombo Quarry stairs and
Minnimurra river walkway

1/18/2022 4:44 PM

145 Air BnB properties, BIG buses on narrow residential streets 1/18/2022 4:30 PM

146 Traffic, urban expansion 1/18/2022 3:47 PM

147 Development. people. Less reliant on tourism. 1/18/2022 3:40 PM

148 Friction between the established community 1/16/2022 2:45 PM

149 Less loss of open spaces & green areas 1/16/2022 12:48 PM

150 Sorry, in the previous answer I should have said more affordable housing. I know it’s not
something Kiana can control but I would like to see a more diverse community and
demographic. I worry the property prices is continuing to drive a certain demographic

1/16/2022 7:56 AM

151 Less high rise buildings Destruction of natural resources 1/16/2022 12:15 AM

152 Excuses and rate rises. Bickering amongst councillors. 1/15/2022 9:36 PM

153 High rise in kiama 1/14/2022 7:45 PM

154 Property "developers" and users who are simply profit takers without concern for local
environs or community. Many developers are great and do care, however a considerable no.
only see the $$$.

1/14/2022 7:18 PM

155 Poor residential property designs. Less pressure on rural land re rezoning & residential
development.

1/14/2022 4:51 PM

156 Overdevelopment 1/14/2022 3:20 PM

157 High rise buildings 1/14/2022 2:50 PM

158 Less traffic, less weeds, less sewage leaks, less inappropriate development. 1/14/2022 1:55 PM

159 Ugly industrial buildings so we don’t end up looking like South Nowra and ruin our tourism
industry which is so important to so many businesses in our lga.

1/14/2022 12:19 PM

160 High rise development. Maintaining agricultural land for agriculture not for subdivisions. 1/14/2022 11:55 AM

161 Buildings no taller than 3 storeys. Less traffic congestion in main st. 1/14/2022 8:11 AM

162 Tall buildings. Heritage style housing being knocked down. 1/14/2022 8:10 AM

163 Medium-high density housing which is leading to a less cohesive community spirit. 1/14/2022 7:58 AM

164 New housing subdivisions taking up valuable agricultural land 1/14/2022 7:29 AM

165 White male pale stale folk making decisions that suit them and not the majority of the
community.

1/13/2022 10:27 PM

166 Less tourists greater focus on residents. Development 1/13/2022 10:13 PM

167 Multiple unit blocks on every spare block of land. 1/13/2022 10:02 PM

168 Less control by developers and no more of the ugly architecture of flat roofed shoe box unit
developments.

1/13/2022 6:01 PM

169 Traffic snarls; pandering to greedy developers. 1/13/2022 4:56 PM

170 Boring apartments 1/13/2022 4:36 PM

171 traffic in the town centre. 1/12/2022 6:13 PM

172 Less business' moving out of the area as there isn't suitable sites to grow their business'. 1/12/2022 8:10 AM
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Local jobs going begging as they are moving to neighbouring LGA's

173 Holiday accommodation; and Norfolk island Pines! 1/8/2022 8:34 PM

174 Political involvement in community activities 1/7/2022 6:50 PM
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Q4 What are the challenges facing the Kiama LGA in the next 5-10
years?

Answered: 176 Skipped: 19

# RESPONSES DATE

1 The pressures from overdevelopment, population growth ( many people are coming from
outside the region and overseas, forcing locals out) and the loss of the unique attributes that
make this one of the most beautiful areas in Australia. These development pressures will
also cause this productive agricultural area to lose its viability. In a warming more volatile
climate, this would be very significant, although it is not a large area. We can see what is
happening to the fertile farmland in the Dapto area. It is being paved over for residential
development. These are pressures that originate from Federal Government rapid high
immigration policies of the last 2 decades and supported by the NSW State Government.
This growth is unsustainable.

3/18/2022 8:09 PM

2 Keeping a balance of age groups. Keeping Kiama active & with a vibrant cultural hub.
Making it visually appealing with good planning. Bringing an energy into our township that
says people like is do things like this - greater green focus, sustainable and leaders for all
things liveable & good. The old Kiama Independent building - owned by Kiama Council
should be preserved as an art space & a historic building. Save The Independent !!!! The
proposed Arts Centre will never happen, and nor should it, we have a brilliant building right
here. This can be the cultural hub of our town. There is a retro vibe that could be easily
pimped. This is happening in cities all over Australia & the world. Come on Kiama !! We
need this - it is sustainable & historic & a heart of our township. More green space, less
worship of the car. Turn the old blue haven into affordable housing or affordable back packer
type accomodation. We can do this with vision & with planning

3/18/2022 12:51 PM

3 Housing, we have the houses it's just that they are all Air bnb and should be for residents.
Places for arts and culture to thrive Changing the mind set of the few to enable our town to
be for the many. We need to think beyond 7am coffee, 12pm ice-cream and 6pm leagues
club meal. We are not utilising 80% of a potential economy that will then give people a
reason to leave home and make the connections so we become a community again

3/18/2022 11:55 AM

4 Housing affordability Managing tourism and short term rentals 3/17/2022 7:39 PM

5 Population growth and services not being able to keep up. The high price of real estate the
could lead to Kiama being for the rich with the rest of us not being able to afford to live here
anymore.

3/17/2022 5:38 PM

6 Lack of infrastructure and overdevelopment of land and the town centre. 3/17/2022 3:28 PM

7 Maintaining a village atmosphere 3/17/2022 2:59 PM

8 Providing housing and business opportunities without adversely impacting on the character
of the town.

3/17/2022 11:19 AM

9 just keep it as it is 3/17/2022 11:05 AM

10 Maintaining green space while providing affordable housing - getting the balance right! 3/16/2022 11:03 PM

11 Affordable housing, juggling short-term visitor accommodation with long-term affordable
rentals for families. Without continued access to families, the long-term impact on workforce
availability, school viability and so on will have economic and social impacts.

3/16/2022 5:20 PM

12 1. The loss of natural beauty and wildlife 2. A lack of infrastructure and resources to support
the growing population

3/16/2022 10:59 AM

13 High price of entry level homes for first time buyers, elderly & single women 3/15/2022 10:20 PM

14 Overdevelopment and lack of community infrastructure...inadequate facilities for young
people, and an aging and outdated leisure center

3/15/2022 5:15 PM

15 Money, restricting over development and high rise, less coffee shops 3/15/2022 2:56 PM

16 Affordable housing, housing on the right locations without affecting our natural environment,
providing services and facilities to provide for growing population

3/15/2022 7:40 AM

17 growth in weekend visitors and lack of housing for young people - also its ageing population 3/14/2022 11:56 PM

18 Property prices pushing young people and families elsewhere. Will result in sporting clubs
struggling and less of a family friendly place to live. Community facilities and infrastructure
not keeping up with development. Constant rumours of corruption and poor management
within council.

3/14/2022 9:38 PM

19 Complement government housing requirements, while not destroying our natural
environments. Develop appropriate systems to allow full community participation when
developing policies, rather than be able to comment once staff have developed the policy.

3/14/2022 8:52 PM

20 finance, the update and upgrading of public services and amenities, not enough
opportunities for youth and young families

3/7/2022 10:15 AM
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21 Keeping ratepayers happy & staying within budget whilst maintaining roads & facilities. 3/6/2022 5:52 PM

22 Adding more homes without Kiama losing its character 3/5/2022 3:05 PM

23 Only one supermarket for a growing community Exorbitant housing prices and rates 3/3/2022 5:23 PM

24 Making good use of rate payers money by not building any more retirement units. Listening
to residents about where they think money needs to be spent, independent enquiry into why
Kiama Council has no money, fixing the residential rental market for residents so that it is
affordable, look into NRAS for this LGA, fix congestion in central Kiama, reducing the
amount of unit blocks being built, making sure the country feel is not lost forever by
subdivisions on rural land

3/3/2022 11:36 AM

25 Affordable housing. 3/3/2022 11:01 AM

26 Sustainability and affordable housing 3/3/2022 10:47 AM

27 Population growth and aging infrastructure that needs upgrading (urgently) ie sewerage and
stormwater systems. I know these are Sydney Water but Council needs to be working with
them to get upgrades. Increase in airbnb/holiday rental properties which bring larger groups
and more people to town. This adds pressure to community facilities and infrastructure such
as parking, garbage etc.

3/3/2022 10:32 AM

28 Keeping our quaint little village viable but still a pleasure to live in and visit. 3/3/2022 10:17 AM

29 Financial management. 3/3/2022 9:55 AM

30 Losing the small 'village' atmosphere that current residents love 3/2/2022 11:36 AM

31 Pressures to increase residential housing stock. Increasing traffic as a result of increasing
population and tourism.

3/1/2022 12:23 PM

32 Tourism will decline as it's been over flooded in last 2 years 2/28/2022 9:30 PM

33 Housing affordability, support for young people and older people with sufficient access to
high quality services

2/28/2022 9:22 PM

34 Economic changes and post-pandemic economic shocks - need to look encourage different
business development, i.e. use the strengths of Kiama LGA such as location, good internet
speeds, cultural and arts supports, excellent agricultural lands, talented and skilled local
workforce, innovation oriention. Pressure on the natural environment that could diminish the
natural values and beauty we now enjoy Pushes for quick gain property and real estate
development that compromises the character, the infrastructure for the community and the
quality of life for residents in the future.

2/27/2022 5:20 PM

35 Financial stability and accountability. Transparency of decision making. 2/27/2022 12:25 PM

36 Pressure from overdevelopment, property prices leading to loss of diversity, loss of
community because of excessive short term rental accommodation, threats to night time
economy, arts & culture because of inability for young people to afford to live in the LGA
and residents complaining about these things (emphasising their amenity over community
life).

2/26/2022 4:54 PM

37 Growing population vs existing town footprint. Unaffordable housing for those that want to
live and work locally.

2/26/2022 8:16 AM

38 Aging population, with that population lacking vision and resisting change and innovation .
Lack of affordable housing stock. Lack of employment lands. Scarcity of employment
opportunities. No social housing. Dependence on service workers travelling long distances
to work in Kiama LGA. A regressive LEP.

2/25/2022 10:02 PM

39 Increasing population & a lack of retail diversity in our community 2/25/2022 3:56 PM

40 Financial accountability, dealing with housing pressures from outside. 2/25/2022 3:15 PM

41 Refocusing and getting out of the mess without causing more mess Being able to match up
with the growing community and changing demographic on limited funds

2/25/2022 2:25 PM

42 Over-development. Urban sprawl. Sewerage system overflows. 2/25/2022 11:26 AM

43 Growing population, rising prices for homes which makes Kiama township unaffordable for
most younger people. Finding a balance between maintaining a community feel in our
residential areas and the large numbers of houses that are rented out on platforms such as
Airbnb. Financial sustainability of a relatively small LGA

2/24/2022 2:20 PM

44 Continued rise of purchasing of houses from Sydney for use as holiday rental. It reduces
number of people who live here & get involved in the community. This impacts the number
of volunteer organisations who support this town & make it what we all know & love (ie
Lions, Rotary, SES, SLSC etc). Without a community of people willing to get involved, then
the town dies. You need a balance of tourism but also to cater to people who choose to live
here permanently.

2/23/2022 8:00 AM

45 affordable housing, considered growth, wealthy people only able to afford and make
decisions for less wealthy, less diversity in the community

2/22/2022 6:49 PM

46 Improving Public Amenity 2/22/2022 1:14 PM

47 Unsustainable development. Insufficient services capability to meet demand 2/21/2022 10:05 PM

48 The balance between development and services as the population grows Providing enough 2/21/2022 4:12 PM
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entertainment to keep families and young adults living in kiama

49 I believe our big big chaslenge is food security and environmental protection. We have to
stop building on our rich volvcanic soils and keep this land for food. it will also ensure that
Kiama continues being attractive for tourists who add support for many local businesses.
Kiama runs the risk of being "loved to death". We are not prepared for the infra-structure &
services requirements to meet the needs of a substantially larger, hugely popular residential
and tourist destination. Long term planning & chipping away at important projects such as
water & food security, parking & transport, management of waste & waste water. Because
of its natural beauty, Kiama has fallen behind with a lack of investment in important
infrastructure to handle the increasing demands in comparison to many other coastal
councils. Much of the open space has not had improvements to such things as amenities,
picnic shelters, tree plantings, changeroom/shower, garbage provision, sporting facilities.
Many of the most popular facilities eg. Minnamurra river desperately need investment which
helps to manage the demands of increasing numbers of people with protection of the natural
environment.

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

50 Climate change and sea level rise. Appropriate housing and transport. Caring for sole parent
families and older women requiring suitable accommodation. Keeping our kids happy,
engaged, less bullied and not killing themselves. More tourists requiring a wider range of
entertainment and recreational activities. Planning around rural properties. Weed and feral
control.

2/21/2022 12:49 AM

51 Finances Growing population with lack of services and infrastructure 2/20/2022 8:38 PM

52 Obviously financial viability, urbanization, height development, parking availability. 2/20/2022 5:08 PM

53 Jobs for locals Keeping affordable housing Keeping rate rises down Keeping the country
feeling Preventing expanding of homes on prime land

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

54 Lack of infrastructure. Lack of affordable housing. Lack of rentals. Lack of 1 acre blocks to
buy. Lack of 5 acre blocks to buy for new ventures by young ones. Lack of support for
young people starting up business on their properties

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

55 1. Unmanageable and unsustainable levels of population growth creating pressure on traffic,
parking, and other services such as sewage. 2. Ageing population needing a range of
support services, often not easily accessed in regional towns like Kiama

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

56 Good cohesive and consistent management in council and associated bodies to ensure that
our community does not turn ugly. See my responses to Q2 & 3

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

57 NSW Government interferance in formerly local government areas of control, State policies
unsympathetic to the environment and biodiversity and State government policy bias
towards `developers` and urban development and policies biased towards business, despite
cost to or destruction of biodiversity and natural environments, eg. The Boral sand mining
which will destroy State protected flora and fauna beside the Minnamurra River for a sand
mine with a life of only three to four years.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

58 People wanting to live here.. where will we put them and their cars!! 2/18/2022 7:40 PM

59 Financial losses from mismanagement of Caravan Parks. Consultation and Following
through with stakeholders in relation to issues that directly affect them.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

60 Closer scrutiny of developers 2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61 Financial viability. Maintaining a lid on high rates. 2/18/2022 4:17 PM

62 Maintenance costs, ways to keep rates a reasonable price, meeting needs of community
during and post covid

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

63 Small rate base. Little employment land. Pressure to accommodate extra housing from
State Government mandates. Cost of housing leading to an ever ageing population.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

64 Infrastructure that is not in line with development 2/18/2022 1:54 PM

65 Over - developing to many high density dwellings ( every time a single standing house is
demolished there are coming up 2-3 dwellings.

2/16/2022 3:49 PM

66 Maintaining costs sticking to core business and not providing resources for minority groups
that rate payers do not want to financially support.

2/15/2022 8:55 PM

67 Sustainability, both financial and environmental. 2/15/2022 11:25 AM

68 Meeting the demands and expectation of new people entering the LGA resisting
development that is not sympathetic with the LGA….maintaining sustainability not getting
involved in providing non core community services….building a rate payer supportive culture

2/14/2022 9:44 PM

69 Sustainability - financially and environmentally. The financial management and systems
need sorting out. And we need an agreed approach to development that protects and
preserves the natural environment.

2/14/2022 4:23 PM

70 affordable housing (buying and renting) 2/14/2022 9:20 AM

71 Overdeveloped will change the character, which is what we all love. Will our kids afford to
live here?

2/14/2022 6:53 AM

72 Lack of affordable housing, lack of family housing, managing agricultural land - more
support needed for those trying to remain or return to primary production. More support for
food production and focus on stimulating local economy.

2/13/2022 9:07 PM
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73 Overdevelopment. Stretching of services. Mental health challenges among old and young
alike. Fiscal and financial management/administration. Overbearing and corrupt State
Government interference. Loss of key characteristics. Over commercialisation. Too many
'trophy' houses on rural land. Inability to masterplan and develop the Quarry.

2/13/2022 3:24 PM

74 Keeping the natural environment in the light of increasing demand for housing and job
creation/employment lands

2/13/2022 2:40 PM

75 Developer self-interest and a lack of council governance reining them in; popularity of the
LGA actually destroying the very thing that makes it special

2/12/2022 3:10 PM

76 Preserving the character of the LGA as the population increases. Maintaining our clean,
beautiful beaches. Ensuring that there is affordable housing for young families and ordinary
working people such as teachers, nurses, aged care workers and people working in service
industries. A number of young family renters near us have been forced out of their
accomodation through increasing rents and a proliferation of Air B&Bs. This is already
beginning to change the nature of the community. Keeping Blue Haven and Bonaira in
Council hands: privatisation invariably means rising costs, without necessarily providing
improved care.

2/11/2022 8:18 PM

77 Keeping the charm and character whilst allowing growth. Stopping it from becoming a rich
persons enclave. We must ensure that housing is accessible and affordable for those on
ordinary wages. Kiama was once affordable for ordinary folk. It has a heritage of mining and
housing commission families. This diversity is essential for the community.

2/11/2022 8:16 PM

78 Managing financially, keeping Kiama affordable for all our residents, managing tourism
better, developing infrastructure with significant financial restraints ahead, keeping
confidence of ratepayers

2/11/2022 6:26 PM

79 Affordable living, more affordable housing but done properly 2/11/2022 3:21 PM

80 Insufficient water and sewerage systems 2/10/2022 8:29 PM

81 to manage growth in a way that doesn't compromise the existing quality of the local
environment

2/10/2022 9:22 AM

82 places for younger families to live and work 2/10/2022 8:16 AM

83 PRESSURE FROM DEVELOPERS 2/9/2022 3:14 PM

84 Acquiring funding for the "ARTS". Parking. Traffic during holiday seasons. 2/9/2022 1:54 PM

85 Articulated leadership. 2/9/2022 1:26 PM

86 increase in older population growth 2/9/2022 11:58 AM

87 Housing development, motor vehicles including parking, change of zoning of rural land to
allow development, risk of town being loved to death, managing tourist demands with
residents needs

2/8/2022 11:29 AM

88 Climate change issues, sensitive housing designs. Erosion problems. infrastructure eg
sewerage, garbage and road services. Affordable housing to supply local workers.

2/7/2022 7:15 PM

89 Over development. 2/7/2022 12:20 AM

90 Population growth not meeting infrastructure 2/6/2022 8:24 AM

91 Housing development locations 2/6/2022 7:12 AM

92 Resisting the pressure from property developers 2/5/2022 9:11 PM

93 Affordable housing for first home buyers;maintaining the ownership of Blue haven aged care
facility, which has a proud and trusted ownership of all that live in this community and vital
employer of women. Standing up to the NSW government in fighting inappropriate planning
decisions. Say No to south Kiama devlopment as it expands the southern boundary of
Kiama, increases traffic congestion in the CBD and will not result in affordable housing. (
will be purchased by sydney investors , mirroring the same pattern which has.been
happening the last 5 years. This development in particular has the potential to have a
negative , social impact on the community, as there is not the supporting infrastructure,
roads, sewerage, communication to support such an increase in housing.

2/5/2022 8:27 PM

94 Growth and having local infrastructure in place 2/5/2022 2:07 PM

95 Growth , greed and investment by 2nd, 3rd and 4th home buyers in Kiama. Kiama Property
is now a financial investment, which returns better than the bank. Over the last 5 years we
have seen lots of financial development with minimal social investment. Public
infrastructure is failing to cope and where have those section 94 contributions been spent
for public benefit . The community needs to know. Management of traffic in the main CBD
,and parking is at a critical point.

2/5/2022 12:41 PM

96 population increase in limited space 2/5/2022 11:59 AM

97 Infastructure of roads and parking as the population grows. 2/5/2022 10:25 AM

98 Maintaining a town feel and no being over ridden by high tourist volumes esp low value
tourists ie that don’t spend long (day trippers) or a lot of money in town (camp sites)

2/4/2022 9:57 PM

99 Traffic movement and parking, retaining a variety of shops and businesses 2/4/2022 9:05 PM

100 Growth of our economy that supports the Tourism Industry and at the same time does not 2/4/2022 5:58 PM
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detract from our unique way of life

101 Matching residential development with infra-structure to service development areas
including parks and gardens . Encouraging suitable tourist attractions and developments

2/4/2022 4:49 PM

102 financial sustainability, small region surrounded by bigger ones. Housing affordability 2/4/2022 4:42 PM

103 Pressure from developers to build on food producing land. Climate change. 2/4/2022 4:39 PM

104 Paucity of parking and traffic congestion. If the number of tourists is increased it will mean
more rubbish to be disposed of and more cleaning and repair of vandalism which will have to
be paid for by ratepayers.

2/4/2022 3:31 PM

105 Appropriate development in sites like housing the quarry. Stopping housing development
and industrial of our rural land.

2/4/2022 2:30 PM

106 Over development, lose of heritage, attracting and retaining qualified and experinced staff 2/4/2022 1:43 PM

107 1. Controlling excessive population and housing growth. 2. Controlling short term rental
intrusion into residential areas. 3. controlling the impact of excessive tourism on residents
services, facilities and amenity.

2/4/2022 1:09 PM

108 Overdevelopment, housing prices and loss of character. Arresting greed. 2/4/2022 11:15 AM

109 preparing for the impacts of rising sea levels and climate change 2/4/2022 10:42 AM

110 Over development. Massively underperforming Council and older trio of Councillors (white,
male). Central Government cronyism and kleptocracy. CLIMATE CHANGE. Gentrification at
all levels. Loss of heritage due to Council indifference and ignorance. Complete lack of
affordable housing. Could go on but the will to live is fading.....

2/4/2022 10:19 AM

111 Infrastructure to support new developments. 2/4/2022 5:40 AM

112 Keeping greedy developers and state government away from messing up & developing our
natural environment and land. eg How to stop Boral mining the Minnamurra and any other
organisation that is a threat to our environment. Keeping our Town and Council profitable,
autonomous and in charge of the community (I feel that state govt is trying to take more
and more control. Managing garbage, recycling, infrastructure and staying environmentally
active and innovative.

2/2/2022 6:36 PM

113 Keeping kiama modern without destroying its beauty and turning into Bondi Job
opportunities Sustainable solutions and impact of environment

2/2/2022 1:01 PM

114 climate change and the need for individual group and community response to it , keeping
the balance between development and the needs of the environment

2/1/2022 1:15 PM

115 affordable housing, youngsters staying on for employment, too much traffic in central areas,
maintaining a natural environment, allowing appropriate development, providing educational
facilities in terms of schools and post school education

2/1/2022 10:07 AM

116 Poor management by poorly educated mayor and councillors. 1/30/2022 11:43 AM

117 3 major challenges. Financial - Council is essentially broke and without some room to
manouvre financially we will just bump along from disaster to disaster. Town Planning -
successive councils have gotten this horrendously wrong. We have had beautiful heritage
buildings replaced by ugly unit developments. Lastly people - council being able to attract
suitably qualified and experienced staff necessary to do the job.

1/29/2022 1:06 PM

118 housing buying up houses for short term use 1/29/2022 12:25 PM

119 Development that does not impact on the existing character and natural environment 1/28/2022 9:52 PM

120 affordable housing 1/28/2022 4:02 PM

121 housing prices, state government overriding Council's planning decisions, climate change. 1/28/2022 3:10 PM

122 Accommodating an increased population 1/27/2022 9:02 PM

123 vdv 1/27/2022 11:09 AM

124 Resilience to climate change, over development in natural areas. 1/27/2022 8:40 AM

125 Mental health. Over-development. Loss off the ‘small town’ feel. Lack of accessibility in all
venues for people in wheelchairs etc.

1/26/2022 2:30 PM

126 Not enough room in the public schools especially the high school. 1/25/2022 11:26 PM

127 Getting back land that private owners mistakingling believe is theirs. 1/25/2022 9:35 PM

128 Pressure to develop and expand into rural land. Pressure from Sydney and urban residents
to demand more services that will make the LGA no longer unique, traffic increase and
development. Change of demographics less rural people more urban.

1/25/2022 9:25 PM

129 House prices! Way too expensive and younger generation will never be able to afford it. 1/25/2022 10:32 AM

130 A council budget in deficit. Pressure from developers and State Government to approve
unwanted and poorly planned housing development with inadequate infrastructure in place or
planned.

1/23/2022 8:52 PM

131 To maintain the unique atmosphere of the area and protect against adhoc development as
mentioned.

1/22/2022 2:38 PM
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132 As mentioned, - " Growth at any cost" 1/22/2022 8:47 AM

133 Infrastructure.. schools.. sewerage.. influx of holiday home operators.. 1/21/2022 8:01 PM

134 Affordable accommodation for all ages, activities for all youth for social connectivity, smart
public transport options, over development pressure from state government.

1/21/2022 7:08 PM

135 Population growth Lack of performance space (theatre like) No Olympic Swimming pool -
school carnivals have to be held in the Shellharbour LGA

1/20/2022 12:47 PM

136 Schools, Lack of Infrastructure, Prices of homes, homelessness. 1/19/2022 6:59 PM

137 Money! Doing what you can with current rates. We have had enough rises. Housing
affordability Convincing some Kiama residents that development (tasteful) is a good thing
for our town!

1/19/2022 6:11 PM

138 Resisting pressure for ever-expanding housing on rural land 1/19/2022 5:01 PM

139 Stop continually building new structures in the middle of the town, and keep Kiama small,
quiet, and enjoyable in its hospitality with art festivals and markets.

1/19/2022 11:30 AM

140 The main challenge is to convince the power brokers in town that there must be a new and
better way to view the purpose and function of a town. Kiama must embrace concepts of
amenity for residents, wildlife zones and corridors in and adjacent to town, restoration of
calm and quiet, plus establishing appropriate and adequate retail facilities for the residents.

1/19/2022 6:55 AM

141 Need to get their finances together first & foremost 1/18/2022 11:40 PM

142 Not enough schools. Not enough Grocery shops. Not enough Parking. Shitty Clogged Traffic
main street. Entrance to kiama and exit clogged. anmd ongoing rubbish.

1/18/2022 7:09 PM

143 Over-development is a concern I have particularly with plans to further develop near Weir
Street.

1/18/2022 6:02 PM

144 Caring for parks and reserves and other infrastructure. Keeping the cap on rates 1/18/2022 4:56 PM

145 Population pressure. 1/18/2022 4:46 PM

146 Financial management to stabilise the councils future 1/18/2022 4:44 PM

147 Over development, shortage of permanent residents, move to reduce carbon production 1/18/2022 4:30 PM

148 urban expansion, parking, more air B and B accommodation. 1/18/2022 3:47 PM

149 Overdevelopment 1/18/2022 3:40 PM

150 Balancing growth with keeping the community feel 1/16/2022 2:45 PM

151 Not to buckle to the cry for more “affordable” housing, which just opens up the area for
developers

1/16/2022 12:48 PM

152 Increasing housing demand will only drive up prices but also applying continued pressure to
develop available land. We have no choice but to open land up but it needs to be controlled
and in tandem with work on additional infrastructure and services. Ie more people and
homes will have flow-ons on for local roads and traffic, parking, sewage, water, power,
amenity. education, employment transport/commuter options

1/16/2022 7:56 AM

153 Aging population Youth suicide rate Access to emergency health care 1/16/2022 12:15 AM

154 Overdevelopment without upgrading infrastructure first. 1/15/2022 9:36 PM

155 Influx of new residents, all wanting new builds 1/14/2022 7:45 PM

156 Aggressive property marketing and rocketing prices. Further ageing of current populace with
the S.T. rental market hollowing out community. (I'm in Gerringong, this is less of a problem
for K & J.)

1/14/2022 7:18 PM

157 Greedy developers, Council financial stability & efficient operations. 1/14/2022 4:51 PM

158 Overdevelopment 1/14/2022 3:20 PM

159 Controlled building approvals 1/14/2022 2:50 PM

160 Traffic, stopping inappropriate development. Stopping noise pollution from freeway. Keeping
outdoor spaces clean and tidy.

1/14/2022 1:55 PM

161 To maintain and enhance what we have and to keep our small LGA distinct from nearby
LGA’s. It would be a shame to overdevelop and lose the identity that attracts people to visit.
If we do that we risk an amalgamation. The growth areas are outside our boundaries as
seen in the Illawarra Shoalhaven regional plan. Our place is to support tourism in the region.

1/14/2022 12:19 PM

162 Setting a boundary that will maintain the aesthetic value of landscape and biodiversity of the
Kiama LGA

1/14/2022 11:55 AM

163 Housing affordability. Keeping infrastructure up with population growth. Traffic flow in main
st and need for alternative shopping area.

1/14/2022 8:11 AM

164 House prices, long term rental accomodation. Maintaining existing & increasing
infrastructure to cater for the growth in population.

1/14/2022 7:58 AM

165 Housing and population expansion without infrastructure 1/14/2022 7:29 AM
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166 CBD parking, upgrade and modernising of sport and recreation facilities 1/14/2022 6:26 AM

167 Affordable housing. Climate change. Employment particularly youth. 1/13/2022 10:27 PM

168 Cycleways, parking, tourism, development pressure, changing demographic, air bnb impact
on affordability of renting,

1/13/2022 10:13 PM

169 Financial viability, improved infrastructure, thoughtful development where necessary,
continual community input in council decision making.

1/13/2022 10:02 PM

170 Uncontrolled growth. Tourism pressures on parking and traffic flows in the town. 1/13/2022 6:01 PM

171 Pressure for housing; high tourism demand. 1/13/2022 4:56 PM

172 Resisting the lure of developers , maintaining the quirkiness of the town and its environs,
coping with more visitors and providing an alternative supermarket to end the Woolworth
monopoly

1/13/2022 4:36 PM

173 Growing population will put pressure on resources, e.g. town parking. 1/12/2022 6:13 PM

174 allowing development to service a growing population who wish to work and live in the LGA.
Not more AirBnB accommodation

1/12/2022 8:10 AM

175 'Affordable' housing; traffic control and movement during peak periods; over development;
fiscal capability to undertake required services and maintenance; a balanced age group
population; being overrun with tourists and the expense of permanent residents.

1/8/2022 8:34 PM

176 Housing, short term accommodation, environmental damage, climate change 1/7/2022 6:50 PM
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Q5 The themes and key priorities of our current Plan are listed below. Is
there anything missing that has emerged over the last 4-5 years?

Answered: 129 Skipped: 66

# RESPONSES DATE

1 What is missing is a recognition that with the current rate of growth and conflicting land
uses, these priorities are unachievable? 2.2 Our community and natural environments are
adaptive, resilient and sustainable and informed of predicted climate change impacts. What
can point 2.2 even mean if climatic events become even more volatile and extreme? Will
KMC be responsible for having allowed new building in Pacific drive, if King tides coincide
with unpredicted intense rainfall and the ocean floods across the road? When there are no
more dairies left on the South coast and the North coast is inundated and roads cut, and
fuel costs are high, will people be able to source fair cost milk from hundreds of miles away
in Vic? What does Council mean by ecologically sustainable development? This seems to
be a misappropriation of the word ecology, if it doesn't apply to preserving wetlands around
Minamurra and therefore opposing Boral sandmining there and on 7 Mile beach. How is it
sustainable to keep expanding development in a small town and surrounding areas in a very
small LGA, constrained by the escarpment and the sea? How can the distinct villages and
agricultural land be preserved? I feel these key priorities are written using all the current feel
good words like adaptive, resilient, ecologically and sustainable, without an educated
understanding of what they mean or do you just mean to sound good? Why am I being so
critical? Well how can you do fulfill these priorities and encourage a significant amount of
business development. I hope that KMC would see that there are areas close by in
Bomaderry and Albion Park for industries that can serve Kiama. I understand that there are
many other businesses in tourism and the Arts, that may fit into Kiama, that fit into the
priorities. But many of these may infringe on the viability of the agricultural land. Perhaps
KMC could work with the NSW State Government to sponsor amalgamation of small farms,
instead of just turning them into farm stays etc.

3/18/2022 8:09 PM

2 Well, the words are nice - I see glimpses of this demonstrated & with leadership within our
Community. I think we can do better. Covid has, I acknowledge, been a total kill joy. Our
Farmers Markets are a local treasure & should be absolutely applauded - a weekly get
together that is healthy & sustainable, with a significant cultural emphasis too. I do think we
could do more to connect each other & I think art & culture plays a significant part here. I
also think we have too much focus on the over 55's in housing & in our focus. A township of
diverse ages thrives. Keeping younger people here is a challenge - tolerance & enthusiasm
is required.

3/18/2022 12:51 PM

3 It appears to cover it all. 3/18/2022 11:55 AM

4 3.3 promote and support SUSTAINABLE tourism Tourism that does not destroy our beautiful
landscape, that supports nature and adventure

3/17/2022 7:39 PM

5 Lack of problem with sewerage eg Black Beach overflow 3/17/2022 2:59 PM

6 no 3/17/2022 11:05 AM

7 The increased cost of housing and the lack of affordable housing for young families 3/16/2022 11:03 PM

8 A more overt acknowledgement of our First Nations people, history and culture, and how we
will approach reconciliation as a community.

3/16/2022 5:20 PM

9 Safe community strategies need to focus on our ageing population to promote access
(crossings/traffic lights with ample time for crossing; level pathways; subsided transport) to
allow older people to participate fully in community activities and make use of resources.

3/16/2022 10:59 AM

10 Item 2.1. Is highly important 3/15/2022 10:20 PM

11 Lack of seating at sporting grounds, lack of decent facilities for young people 3/15/2022 5:15 PM

12 PARKING!! 3/15/2022 2:56 PM

13 The themes and key priorities should be more aspirational - how do we create a thriving and
liveable community, diverse economy, ensuring our planning creates a liveable and
sustainable community that is adaptive and resilient that allows our population to continue
to grow without compromising our natural environment. If this is our 10 year plan let's get
some vision into the themes and priorities.

3/15/2022 7:40 AM

14 that as a tourist town we embrace the sometimes conflicting needs of tourists and
permanent dwellers

3/14/2022 11:56 PM

15 All good motherhood statements that reflect current themes that Council articulates - time
will tell if they will make a difference. However a consistent issue that always comes up is
the overdevelopment that is destroying the charm of the towns and villages.

3/14/2022 8:52 PM

16 A plan to control noisy motor bikes. I'm serious. It's a blot on our beautiful town, particularly
on weekends. And many others think the same.

3/5/2022 3:05 PM

17 Bring back curb side collection or allow residents to book In curb side collections when they
need it, make mental health for adults and teens a priority by implementing group activities

3/3/2022 11:36 AM
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and services to reduce social isolation and making them free to attend, fix the residential
rental crisis by making Real Estates more accountable as they are the ones telling owners
what the market price is and continually upping the market price. $1000 per week for a
permanent rental is not acceptable and unobtainable for 99% of renters. Make NRAS
available here. Limit and regulate holiday accommodation- a major reason for rental
shortage here.

18 As mentioned above a strong housing strategy that takes affordable housing into
consideration.

3/3/2022 11:01 AM

19 Ensuring Kiama is an inclusive community to people living with dementia 3/3/2022 10:47 AM

20 Covid has highlighted the need for local open spaces/green fields and this is something that
Council needs to work hard to increase in areas.

3/3/2022 10:32 AM

21 Transparency 3/3/2022 10:17 AM

22 No 3/3/2022 9:55 AM

23 Effectively manage and protect the natural environment. Improving the management of the
tree preservation order including ensuring replacement tree planting is implemented

3/1/2022 12:23 PM

24 Infrastructure for parking 2/28/2022 9:30 PM

25 No 2/28/2022 9:22 PM

26 Nothing missing, as such, but I would like to see more emphasis on environment and
sustainable use/development principles being applied across all aspects of Council
functions and for the LGA - not as a subset of section 2; I question why tourism gets a
mention specifically - it is one industry only, and its preferences and influence should not be
over-riding that of other industries.

2/27/2022 5:20 PM

27 Comprehensive planning and good design developments 2/27/2022 12:25 PM

28 Express recognition of the special status of Aboriginal culture/people in the LGA 2/26/2022 4:54 PM

29 Okay 2/26/2022 8:16 AM

30 2.1 is designed to stop Gerringong linking up with Gerroa.And to prevent urban expansion
anywhere else. Shortsighted. Agriculture is used as a weapon against urban expansion,
without any knowledge of its viability. Unproductive poorly managed agricultural land is not
verdant hills. Urban expansion is necessary. So is freeing up restrictions on agricultural land
for use for agri business, agri tourism, and rural industries. The principles of ESD include
mutual respect and reciprocity between economic and environmental considerations. In the
Kiama LGA the balance has been against economic considerations. The propensity to say
NO and be doubtful of proponents motivation and capacity to deliver has hindered achieving
the diverse and thriving economy that the current plan aims for.

2/25/2022 10:02 PM

31 These are just words unless they are actually implemented 2/25/2022 3:56 PM

32 Not really, except that the Council appears to have lost control over some aspects of
development applications - I am not sure whether this is something that can be addressed
within the CSP?

2/24/2022 2:20 PM

33 Always mentions tourism but what about “promote & support families who choose to live in
Kiama LGA”. These are the people responsible for making most of those priorities happen,
yet are left off the list. Look after ourselves first & then we can help others!

2/23/2022 8:00 AM

34 Promotion of cultural diversity and the arts, focus on the youth 12 - 25 - presently tokenistic
maintenance of cycleways and beachers

2/22/2022 6:49 PM

35 Getting rid of Dysfunctional Personality Driven Council Proceedings which do nothing to
further the key priorities

2/22/2022 1:14 PM

36 Not only promote tourism but create kiama as a destination that us not only beaches and
green spaces. All of these points below sound like you have done a team building meeting. I
see most of those as given as the principle responsibilities

2/21/2022 4:12 PM

37 These are all still current and relevent. Kiama Council is small and this brings with it
massive demands and often unrealistic expectations. However, the advantage is that it can
work closely with a skilled, well educated & engaged community. I don't think this has been
harnessed effectively for many years.

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

38 Implementing the below. Money for below 2/21/2022 12:49 AM

39 n/a 2/19/2022 8:52 PM

40 Yes. We can have a blend of local towns rural and some semi rural for small businesses
Bring back kerbside collection.

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

41 Nothing comes to mind 2/19/2022 11:33 AM

42 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are simply not complied with. Council commonly `varies` (ignores) our
DCPs and LEP in approving DAs to nearly invariably favour developers, making a nonsense
of very many of the principles set out in this section.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

43 Where is the importance placed on heritage.. ie houses.. landscapes.. etc 2/18/2022 7:40 PM

44 ensuring development proceed with proper thought to waste services, drainage &
maintaining green space.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM
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45 A manned police station 2/18/2022 4:17 PM

46 No mention of issues of our Indigenous people including support for the Uluru Statement
and no specific focus on our very young children, they should not be included in adults
issues they are different and very important i

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

47 They are all well and good but seem like motherhood statements to me. Is there not
something more concrete that can be stated?

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

48 More action, less talk. 2/18/2022 1:54 PM

49 Enhance the safety of the highway, especially the Kiama Bends. 2/16/2022 3:49 PM

50 Inclusion 2/15/2022 8:55 PM

51 Really effective affordable housing. 2/15/2022 11:25 AM

52 Development and support for an inclusive community 2/14/2022 9:44 PM

53 They are good themes and priorities - we need to ensure they are implemented with equal
focus. In some spaces, it is possible that the priorities clash - we need a way of resolving
these conflicts across the priorities. At the moment it seems that only whoever has the
most money or shouts the loudest gets heard.

2/14/2022 4:23 PM

54 Emergency planning for fires, floods and pandemics 2/14/2022 9:20 AM

55 No 2/14/2022 6:53 AM

56 Sustainability isn’t enough, if we aren’t actively engaged in regenerative practices in all
aspects of landscaping, managing green spaces, tree care and agricultural practices then
we simply aren’t doing enough. We need to be looking at removing harmful chemicals from
councils tool box (stop spraying roundup) encourage more people to grow food in their back
yards, adopt regenerative practices for green spaces (in a tangible and measurable way)
make recycling, reducing and reusing incentivised and educate our community on why it’s
important

2/13/2022 9:07 PM

57 Realistic business planning for the new Arts Centre and arts in general. Much more
opportunity across the arts and cultural sector. More small rural land owner support. Support
for Tiny Houses. Affordable housing- effectively and rapidly implemented.

2/13/2022 3:24 PM

58 I think the point about civic leadership is a good one, and one which can be challenged from
recent bad decisions made by some councillors. It has led me to question if some leaders
in council are corrupt or the recipients of gifts from prospective developers. Transparency
has been a big problem recently and this is something that should be addressed

2/13/2022 2:40 PM

59 Yes, these themes and priorities are failed when council make decisions about individual
things. For example, case by case assessment and approval of development doesn’t
appear to consider how it fits into the bigger picture. If climate change is a primary
consideration why are there plans to put residential and commercial development in the
quarry?

2/12/2022 3:10 PM

60 Clearly Covid has made financial sustainability more difficult to achieve (4.1) This would be
in line with other LGAs in the State. 1.2 would cover Council facilitating lower cost housing
provision.

2/11/2022 8:18 PM

61 Addressing issues around housing affordability, electric car infrastructure, e-bike
infrastructure, renewable energy, stormwater harvesting and re-use

2/11/2022 8:16 PM

62 Transparency in government, open communication, changes/downturn in the local economy
because of Covid

2/11/2022 6:26 PM

63 Mixed Comunities - various age demographics 2/11/2022 3:21 PM

64 4.1, 4.2 & 4.3 HAVE BEEN NEGLECTED AND ABUSED DURING THAT PERIOD 2/9/2022 3:14 PM

65 Action rather than words. 2/9/2022 1:26 PM

66 N/A 2/9/2022 11:58 AM

67 (1) Maintain the heritage of the town (2) Some are a bit vague and should be defined better
eg. "Planning for and assisting specific needs groups" could be "Effective planning and
programs which meet the needs of vulnerable or people with special needs"

2/8/2022 11:29 AM

68 More active care of coastal estuaries under the CZMP 2015 plan. 2/7/2022 7:15 PM

69 Environmental sustainability 2/6/2022 8:24 AM

70 What about protecting and increasing our passive green spaces and ovals - access to green
spaces was shown to be crucial to health and wellbeing during the pandemic. Good linked
walking and cycle paths, passive recreation spaces and ovals

2/5/2022 9:11 PM

71 Policy addressing the support of a Healthy Ageing population in Kiama. ( needs to be
addressed as with the financial investment, property values have increased and older
citizens will be squeezed out of the community that they have worked for, contributed to and
raised a family. We are living in a time of financial investment for individual profit with
minimal social benefit to the community

2/5/2022 8:27 PM

72 No 2/5/2022 2:07 PM

73 Kiama Council, does not need to promote tourism. Supporting and managing tourism 2/5/2022 12:41 PM
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operators and business is important that it is done well and holiday makers have an
exceptional and memorable experience. Kiama Council needs to improve and upgrade there
own caravan Parks and manage them by Council with a sense of pride. Kiama Holiday
parks defines where you are staying G'Day parks is a generic term , however an
independent business, profiting from promoting and managing the booking of our parks.
Would like to see this back under Council control, with leased managers of the holiday
parks working within Council guidelines

74 point 4. and 3.1 2/5/2022 11:59 AM

75 All important themes 2/5/2022 10:25 AM

76 The themes namely tourism and residential development are recognized but I don't think
they are specific enough

2/4/2022 4:49 PM

77 I think we could do a lot more in terms of recycling and eco-friendly power generation. Better
financial management at council, although this is moving in the right direction

2/4/2022 4:42 PM

78 Impact of tourism in unhosted Airbnb’s on permanent residents/neighbours. 2/4/2022 4:39 PM

79 More parking for vehicles and better traffic management which is currently appalling. There
are presently too many vehicles in the main centre of town.

2/4/2022 3:31 PM

80 Yes again protection of rural lands. These lands are important for peri urban food production.
We need to be able to feed a growing population and Sydney is within easy reach for
agricultural produce.

2/4/2022 2:30 PM

81 Item 3.3:There is enough tourism. Council does not need to continue spending money to
promote it! There are only 8,000 people directly involved in tourist businesses. This leaves
an awful lot of others that have to put up with the negative impacts of excessive tourism.

2/4/2022 1:09 PM

82 Adherents to those priorities 2/4/2022 11:15 AM

83 Yes. The Kiama environment has unusually rich biodiversity. It has the largest area of
subtropical rainforest in south eastern Australia.(Mills) Seven Mile Beach area has
outstanding biodiversity value with a complex association of at least 6 endangered
ecological communities. There needs to be a statement about valuing and protecting the
unique biodiversity values of the hinterland and coastal forests of the LGA.

2/4/2022 10:42 AM

84 Handling of development applications effectively to obviate over development within a
shaky LEP.

2/4/2022 10:19 AM

85 Nothing missing, this is a good list. 2/2/2022 6:36 PM

86 In the community there has been plentiful amounts of teen sucides perhaps as a community
we can provide more support and opportunities to keep these in the right path

2/2/2022 1:01 PM

87 greater emphasis on youth voice and better mental health support 2/1/2022 1:15 PM

88 Affordable housing 2/1/2022 10:07 AM

89 Details - the devil is in the details. They are all very good motherhood statements but can
be interpreted a 100 different ways. We need actual KPI using meaningful values like - *
reduce domestic violence by 20% over 5 year period * reduce alcohol related deaths and
violence by 25% over 3 year period * increase educational opportunities

1/30/2022 11:43 AM

90 Council needs to drop the no greenfield residential expansion and identify areas for this type
of housing.

1/29/2022 1:06 PM

91 housing issues 1/29/2022 12:25 PM

92 2.3, 2.5, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 1/28/2022 9:52 PM

93 No 1/28/2022 3:10 PM

94 Getting the vast majority of the people in the Kiama LGA to do more to make it a better
place, and not depend on the state and local governments to make it a better place. So
more emphasis on personal responsibilty and championing those that lead by example.
Probably needs a Communication, Education and Adoption campaign to work

1/27/2022 9:02 PM

95 Art! High quality of art. 1/26/2022 2:30 PM

96 You seem to be encouraging the selling of agriculture land for industry or housing (holiday
rentals)

1/25/2022 11:26 PM

97 Freedom to roam by public citizens of our coast I.e. all coastal areas are part of the
commons.

1/25/2022 9:35 PM

98 There is no mention of Mention or category mentioning a key element that makes the LGA
special. Maintaining the dairy industry or moving forward development and maintenance of
agriculture sector and developing strategies I believe this to be a key feature and stronghold
on minimising over development and a strong secured resource to the area.

1/25/2022 9:25 PM

99 Transferring to a predominantly online based service and the challenges arising with that.
*Note the search engine on the council website is utterly useless. Most information is stored
in PDF files which the search engine cant access!'!

1/23/2022 8:52 PM

100 Nothing missing.. lots of great words.. looking forward to the actions.. 1/21/2022 8:01 PM

101 Stop the rezoning and over development of rural zones by developers not respecting 1/21/2022 7:08 PM
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schools, parks, drainage, road access, sewerage and community. More affordable and
clever design of community housing for aged people, and young people so they can
continue to live near their families and support groups.

102 High School Land for the young adults that is affordable with sustainable housing. 1/19/2022 6:59 PM

103 Mental health planing for our youth 1/19/2022 6:11 PM

104 Utilise best practice to plan the layout of towns to ensure industrial activity doesn’t impinge
in residential amenity. Ensure adequate retail facilities are available to meet the needs of
the residents. Actively pursue a plan to restore native vegetation and wildlife in suitable
areas, especially riparian zones.

1/19/2022 6:55 AM

105 Need to address the property development process, including the handling of DAs Current
process is a shambles

1/18/2022 11:40 PM

106 Better Control for pet owners. 1/18/2022 7:09 PM

107 Council's operations should achieve carbon neutrality in the 5 year outlook. 1/18/2022 6:02 PM

108 parking and the ability to move around area in peak times 1/18/2022 4:56 PM

109 No 1/18/2022 4:46 PM

110 no 1/18/2022 4:30 PM

111 "best" rather than "better" practice strategies (see 4.2) 1/18/2022 3:47 PM

112 No 1/16/2022 2:45 PM

113 Regeneration of native vegetation on foreshores & headlands 1/16/2022 12:48 PM

114 The principles talk about assisting specific needs groups I think there needs to be more
attention paid to specific age/demographics IE young children and tee s/young families

1/16/2022 7:56 AM

115 Council living within its means without raping ratepayers. 1/15/2022 9:36 PM

116 Tourism has long been a lifeblood of the area but needs more support. Not promotion, they
will come, but need more seasonal facilities to provide for them. EG stands for food trucks
and vans ( they are here now with support from local businesses but as pandemic has
shown we need less spaces where people crowd together so some spaced out places to
feed and amuse the masses in our lovely outdoor spaces are needed.

1/14/2022 7:18 PM

117 Obey the LGA rules when granting DA and not surrender to the courts 1/14/2022 3:20 PM

118 I don't agree that we must have more tourists. If we must have we need better maintenance
of the areas they use. More rubbish pick ups and more Council Rangers to fine litter bugs
and control visitors and dogs

1/14/2022 1:55 PM

119 Maintaining the aesthetic value of landscape and biodiversity 1/14/2022 11:55 AM

120 No 1/14/2022 8:11 AM

121 Need for energy diverse infrastructure - charging stations for EV’s for example 1/14/2022 7:58 AM

122 Points 4.1 and 4.2 need a lot of work 1/13/2022 10:27 PM

123 Get rid of 3.3. 1/13/2022 10:13 PM

124 Employment diversity and not simply tourism options. 1/13/2022 6:01 PM

125 Need for low-cost housing, safety nets for unemployed, mental health issues. 1/13/2022 4:56 PM

126 boosting Kiama's cultural image 1/12/2022 6:13 PM

127 Promote business' that don't rely on tourism that operate all year. Business' that aren't
dependant on school holidays and good weather.

1/12/2022 8:10 AM

128 The degradation of natural environments from the impacts by humans has not been
effectively addressed,

1/8/2022 8:34 PM

129 Increasing the supply of housing should feature in this plan also. 1/7/2022 6:50 PM
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Q6 Select the three most important priorities to you:
Answered: 183 Skipped: 12
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42.62% 78

2.19% 4

11.48% 21

57.92% 106

28.42% 52

48.09% 88

10.93% 20

27.32% 50

10.93% 20

4.37% 8

6.56% 12

25.14% 46

19.13% 35

29.51% 54

Total Respondents: 183  

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Developing and implementing services and programs that promote social cohesion, healthy and active lifestyles for
residents of all ages, abilities and interests

Planning for and assisting specific needs groups

We live in a safe community

Maintain the separation and distinct nature of local towns, villages and agricultural land

Our community and natural environments are adaptive, resilient and sustainable and informed of predicted climate
change impacts

The principles of ecologically sustainable development and compliance underpin town planning and local
development

Effectively manage our waste and resources

Effectively manage our transport, drainage and other infrastructure and assets

Promote and encourage business development and economic prosperity in the local area

Council’s procurement strategies recognise and support the local economy

Promote and support tourism in the local area

Council is financially sustainable

Council embraces good governance and better practice strategies

Council and the community working together
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Q7 Other comments
Answered: 51 Skipped: 144

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I like the efforts that KMC to date have made that support residents managing their waste
and resources. It is also to be commended for the well managed weekly farmer's market.
These are commendable community services and the markets encourage local agricultural
businesses.

3/18/2022 8:09 PM

2 We can always strive for the best practices, and with good leadership we get good
outcomes. I respect the relationship the community has with council.

3/18/2022 12:51 PM

3 Sorry to say but I feel like a lot of these things have been ignored up to now. Social
cohesion...all ages. We have ignored the the 16-60 year old for far too long Ecologically
sustainable development, I am yet to see this in Kiama. We do not demonstrate much of a
care for the environment nor focus on sustainability. The choices made regarding heritage
have no consistency, more than 20 years working with historic building this is a real passion
of mine and the recent years have seen us lose far too many. I have herd too many stories
of people wanting to save historic buildings and the council running them around in circles
until they walk away and a developer moves in just to knock it down or give us something
substandard We need to better, all of us

3/18/2022 11:55 AM

4 none 3/17/2022 11:05 AM

5 The Council focused statements do not belong in the CSP - they are more appropriate
responses by Council in its Delivery Program to the objectives of the CSP.

3/16/2022 5:20 PM

6 Keep Kiama a dog friendly community, it’s a massive part of our identity. Kiama residents
are passionate about our community, continue to consult with them. Promote community
consultations better, I only know about this because my mum sent it to me!

3/14/2022 9:38 PM

7 Please show accountability before & going forward 3/3/2022 10:17 AM

8 Na 2/28/2022 9:22 PM

9 It has been very encouraging to see Council actively seeking the participation of residents,
such as through the Finance Advisory Committee, because we are disproportionately
fortunate in the experience, skills and levels of engagement we have with the people in our
community. This is a considerable strength for Kiama LGA and I hope the trend towards
greater participation of residents will continue.

2/27/2022 5:20 PM

10 Kiama is physically beautiful and has the potential to enhance its cultural dimensions to
match. The challenge is to balance maintaining a real, lived-in town with the reality of the
importance of tourism to the local economy; to avoid losing the identity of the town in both
in terms of the people that makeup the community and its geography/urban profile.

2/26/2022 4:54 PM

11 N/A 2/24/2022 2:20 PM

12 Our coastline needs attention in the planning, Blue HAven and council does need
separating, less wealthy voices in the community need to be heard, attention to diversity (ie
non white people) need to be safe here and considered and help as important!!

2/22/2022 6:49 PM

13 thank you for asking for feedback 2/21/2022 11:31 AM

14 People come here to enjoy our natural assets. Council does not maintain them even close
to adequately. We have a lot of cafes but nowhere to eat for many hours of the day. There is
a lack of diversity in every way and too little recognition of our Aboriginal community and
heritage. No, a plaque at Minnamurra, toilet murals and some totem poles at Little Blowhole
are not enough. The new township signs are appalling -for goodness sake, the Jamberoo
one features a weed species, but it is probably appropriate for such a weed infested LGA

2/21/2022 12:49 AM

15 Obviously most of these are all important, just selecting three as a priority isn't easy. 2/20/2022 5:08 PM

16 I would like Council to take a strong stance in relation to building applications especially in
the CBD area, to prevent what in my opinion is unsustainable pressure on the township of
Kiama, threatening its viability and unique character

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

17 Councillors should always ensure that they and not our servants, the Council staff, are
making the decisions. Councillors have been leaving way too much to inexperienced and it
sometimes seems, ill informed, biased or ignorant staff.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

18 Please listen effectively to local heritage officers and stop the destruction of landmark
buildings then fill the void with architecturally boring replacements!

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

19 Focus on children and Indigenous issues 2/18/2022 2:39 PM

20 Council might support these priorities but what about when developers challenge them by
going to Land and Environment?

2/14/2022 6:53 AM

21 I would have ticked another three boxes if permitted. 2/13/2022 3:24 PM

22 Financial sustainability and good governance are no brainers. Governance should be 2/12/2022 3:10 PM
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excellent not only good. In everything council does they should be striving for ‘excellence’.

23 It would be sensible to provide electric vehicle charging facilities in any future large-scale
development within the LGA. Solar and other renewable energy provision ditto.

2/11/2022 8:18 PM

24 See Q 5 2/11/2022 8:16 PM

25 preserve the beautiful local natural environment 2/10/2022 9:22 AM

26 Proper leadership with a vision for the future. 2/9/2022 1:26 PM

27 Kiama runs the risk of being "loved to death". We are not prepared for the infra-structure &
services requirements to meet the needs of a substantially larger, hugely popular residential
and tourist destination. Long term planning & chipping away at important projects such as
water & food security, parking & transport, management of waste & waste water. Because
of its natural beauty, Kiama has fallen behind with a lack of investment in important
infrastructure to handle the increasing demands in comparison to many other coastal
councils. Much of the open space has not had improvements to such things as amenities,
picnic shelters, tree plantings, changeroom/shower, garbage provision, sporting facilities.
Many of the most popular facilites eg. Minnamurra river desperately need investment which
helps to manage the demands of increasing numbers of people with protection of the natural
environment. There needs to be a cost benefit of owning and operating Blue Haven. It cost
almost $30 million of Council expenses (don't know the income) last FY which was by far
the largest expenditure item. This needs a review. Kiama Council is small and this brings
with it massive demands and often unrealistic expectations. However, the advantage is that
it can work closely with a skilled, well educated community. I don't think this has been
harnessed effectively for many years. Various sporting & comunity groups report frustration
with poor communications between Council & their group, emails and requests which go
unanswered, inability to identify the right person & getting shuffled from one person to
another and an excess of red tape which is unnecessary for a small Council which can
enjoy close good relationships with the groups engaged in creating a great community.

2/8/2022 11:29 AM

28 Good governance and supporting the local economy is important too 2/4/2022 4:42 PM

29 We need more public parking for vehicles and better road planning. 2/4/2022 3:31 PM

30 Kiama has to spend less time, money and energy on tourism and more providing improved
living environments for residents

2/4/2022 11:15 AM

31 Just a much more effectively managed and operated Council. 2/4/2022 10:19 AM

32 Don't really need much more tourism promotion, Kiama has no problem attracting tourists.
Kiama council should be smaller or combined with Shellharbour.

1/30/2022 11:43 AM

33 Council needs to proactively reduce the programs it runs in order to get its budget back in
order.

1/29/2022 1:06 PM

34 Develop a equitable and sustainable housing poicy 1/29/2022 12:25 PM

35 Na 1/25/2022 11:26 PM

36 Freedom to roam - it's a human right. 1/25/2022 9:35 PM

37 Although I am supporter of minimising housing spread I do support and encourage more
creative first class youth housing and affordable housing models to cater for the young and
old , single families, disabled, bereaved we need a diversity of people to be a caring and
rich community , children growing up here need to be able to live near family to create this
connected community and a rich tapestry that is integral to the current preservation and
culture of the area.

1/25/2022 9:25 PM

38 Infrastructure first development later. 1/23/2022 8:52 PM

39 We hope with our new mayor and council that most of the goals mentioned will be attained. 1/22/2022 2:38 PM

40 I have faith commonsense will prevail on all levels.. 1/21/2022 8:01 PM

41 A council member should simply walk on a regular weekly basis in and around the city area,
and spot the long needed small actions, which (so far) council has been very oblivious to: 1.
Clean regularly the car-parks and walkways (like the car-parks near 10 Akuna St. are never
cleaned from tree debris and broken branches unless we notify the council at least a done
times, and even then they may not be cleaned). 2. Walkways paved with bricks (like near
the Barber shop on Shoalhaven St) have NEVER been cleaned with a gurney or similar, and
they are very slipery when wet, pose health risk for all pedestrians, despite the council
being notified numerous times. 3. Trees in the council car-parks grow branches that protrude
into the pedestrians walk-ways (e.g. near the old printing shop on Shoalhaven St) and come
to the pedestrians head-level or lower, and need to be regularly trimmed. I have witnessed
this being at least for three of four months, until somebody decides to brake the branch. The
council does not see these very obvious things, which is why a "weekly walker inspector"
should be a positive thing. 4. Although there is a Police station in Kiama, it is seldom with
Police presence. I would kindly request that Kiama has regular weekend Police presence in
order to reduce the visiting motorbikes rev-heads noise, which happens typically on Fridays
and Saturdays. Such noise is very annoying for all citizens of Kiama living near the main
streets, especially around Terralong, Shoalhaven and Collins Streets.

1/19/2022 11:30 AM

42 when calculating rate increases why is it always the percentage of unimproved valuation
that increases and not the base rate?

1/18/2022 4:56 PM

43 Nil 1/18/2022 4:46 PM
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44 Challenging times on many fronts. Keep up the good work! 1/16/2022 7:56 AM

45 Improve facilities for dog parks. Can be done with minimal expense &/or service clubs
support. See Dunedin NZ for some excellent models.

1/14/2022 7:18 PM

46 Affordable housing 1/14/2022 11:55 AM

47 I think every one of the previous list is an absolute given in a strategic plan for this
community

1/14/2022 7:58 AM

48 A pipe dream I know, but to see control of what happens in our town controlled by the
residents through its elected council.

1/13/2022 6:01 PM

49 I take it for granted that we all expect Council to be financially responsible, with good
governance and good community consultation processes.

1/13/2022 4:56 PM

50 I'm basically impressed with the way Kiama LGA functions. 1/12/2022 6:13 PM

51 Not at this stage. 1/8/2022 8:34 PM
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38.59% 71

56.52% 104

1.09% 2

3.80% 7

Q8 What gender do you identify with?
Answered: 184 Skipped: 11

TOTAL 184

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Female 2/21/2022 11:31 AM

2 Female 2/18/2022 8:10 PM

3 Female 2/18/2022 4:18 PM

4 Female 2/18/2022 1:55 PM

5 Female 1/28/2022 3:11 PM

6 FEMALE!!!!???? 1/21/2022 8:03 PM

7 FEMALE 1/20/2022 12:47 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Male

Fenale

Intersex/Non
binary/Other

Other (please
specify)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Male

Fenale

Intersex/Non binary/Other

Other (please specify)
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9.84% 18

15.30% 28

3.28% 6

43.17% 79

13.66% 25

4.37% 8

3.28% 6

2.19% 4

4.92% 9

Q9 Where in the Kiama local government area do you live?
Answered: 183 Skipped: 12

TOTAL 183

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Time spent weekly between Kiama and elsewhere 3/7/2022 10:16 AM

2 Shellharbour, rebuilding in Kiama 2/20/2022 5:10 PM

3 bombo 2/9/2022 1:57 PM

4 Willow Vale 2/6/2022 8:25 AM

5 Werri Beach. ( it is a locality of 3 streets that front the beach and east of Fern Street 2/5/2022 8:27 PM

6 Werri Beach. ( it is a locality of 3 streets that front the beach and east of Fern Street 2/5/2022 12:44 PM

7 Saddleback mountain 2/4/2022 9:58 PM

8 Rose Valley-disappointed it’s not listed 2/4/2022 2:32 PM

9 saddleback Mountain 2/4/2022 10:42 AM
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Jamberoo

Gerringong

Gerroa

Kiama

Kiama
Downs/Minnam...

Kiama Heights

Fox Ground and
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I don't live
in the Kiama...

Other (please
specify)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Jamberoo

Gerringong

Gerroa

Kiama

Kiama Downs/Minnamurra

Kiama Heights

Fox Ground and surrounds

I don't live in the Kiama local government area

Other (please specify)
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27.87% 51

4.37% 8

0.55% 1

0.00% 0

1.09% 2

50.82% 93

39.89% 73

1.09% 2

0.55% 1

1.09% 2

Q10 Which of the following groups do you most identify with? (click as
many as apply)
Answered: 183 Skipped: 12

Total Respondents: 183

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

A parent or
guardian

A carer of an
adult

Child (under
12 years of...

Young Person
(13 to 20 ye...

Young Adult
(21 to 25 ye...

Adult (26 to
64 years)

Older Person
(over 65 yea...

Person with a
Disability

Person with a
culture or...

Aboriginal or
Torres Strai...

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

A parent or guardian

A carer of an adult

Child (under 12 years of age)

Young Person (13 to 20 years of age)

Young Adult (21 to 25 years of age)

Adult (26 to 64 years)

Older Person (over 65 years of age)

Person with a Disability

Person with a culture or language other than English (CALD)

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander background




